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Pilot Program Proposed
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Gov. Brown’s Budget Proposal
May Mean $22 Million for SJS

AST CHANCETomorrow’s your last chance
get a Valentine’s card or present for your
,geetheartso better hurry. These two pretty

!des Set
or Union
lrchitect

SJS coeds look over the college bookstore’s
selection of cards to find just the right one to
give that "special man" Friday.

Parking Permits
Remain for Sale

No Holiday

I Approximately 200 parking per- permits to 125 dormitory students
Mrlklahon also said probably
:mit, for San Jose State’s Seventh
Street parking garage remain to student permits would not he
!Iv sob] this semester, according rild after Ilw. number reaches
tic kit.
the’ to Francis V. McMahon, admini,- I .111O. If ;wpm.. tt
.
:t
pcitmit
1,
t,t,
busines,
to
the
assistant
tnitive
(’iii
.t.iiitlli,cti
hitect 1 "..it itt.,y Ito ptityltti.,,t cci lit. (-,,
t Union ski,- ,:eraled Monday I manager.
Office, Al iN1263.
McMahon said that he could it,,
en Rano L. Viright, chairmanl
lic ouch that so far this see:tester
only guess at tlw number of parkthe archalettical advisory coin ha, been relatisely smooth
ing permits sold this semestm
lee. met %% Oh college officialo.
sinee the cashier’s office has not Aceonling to McMahon there is a
ter an all-dat conference, two
-, little tie-up al 7.15 a.m, ant again
eat requirements for selecting i yet usliied the. permits.
"About 1.400 student permits I between 8:05 a.m. and 8:30 a.m.
larchitect ocre decided upon.
The Seventh Street parking ga’ins I. that will require the and 550 employees permits have
Ile rage has a 2.1 -hour parking at Nen io lee a resident of (7eli- been sold," said McMahon.
are also flag 5a and not Itet licensed to he added that the number of student tendent and there
pin-king permits sold also includes non to help direct traffie.
nraluttct in Ihis state.
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IN CONCERTEugene istomin, famed pianist, will perform tomorrow cit 11:15 p.m. in the Montgomery Theater, Civic Audi.
togium. The concert will include selections from Haydn. Schubert,
13r.ethoyen, Chopin and Sfravintly. The performance is free to
SJS students. Tickets may be obtained at the Student Affairs
Business Office, 81.
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Dr. Pratt, who received his
doctorate degree in international
relations recently, also said,
"Anyone’s evaluation of this
question contains a partisan bias
since party politics is inevitably
involved in American foreign
policy."
Dr. Pratt, said, "Although the
test ban treat.y is a limited modification of the still
isting arms
race, its significance lies in the
willingness
both sides to negotiate differences rather than to

Tobacco and Booze

mission. Those who have been threatening to ilit for sear, 4
denlv have stopped after hearing the report. (Idols,
have pushed the report aside and are rottlinning to iiihai,1
injurious smoke. But no matter what the effect ..II SIIAer, ,
government’s report inevitably will cause finato ial ham
tobacco industry.
FINANCIAL LOSS
ylpeedtsudni
In turn, the financial loss to the tobacco indiwt% 444,1d
felt in the overall economy of the I :.S. ’The loba,,,, 40,4
will 1,,,,it in a ,add
is a But pli.Tirtiap(s’f thoeurdriolaptiiini’tsobeacZoffisialles.
rise in other luxury -type products. Alcoholic heerages malt
A large number of Americans indulge in thinf...,i,:i
coliquiiptiun of
holic beverages daily. Hypothetically, add to thk it iiimi
i hip
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who
will
switch
from
persons
those
of
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in
inevitably
the
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...ale. of the lath
Of course, in the case of college student, idi,. b% it.ir a
an
indulge
n
i
to
prone
(
eral nature, are
i tl sip Ira t
liquor flask or beer tin, consumption of aleolndic he,,.ra
decline. This may sound confusing, but it’s mall’. simple 1
college student who normally does not indulge in itinkirat j
times abandons this practice and smokes oink- drinking. Nos.
this particular type of student were to be affected is, the osik
report, he may abandon the practice of drinking alcoholi, ho
ages. And then again he may raise his total consumption ..f .11,
in order to compensate for his not smoking. 111, i all. no ./,,
[tient report has been issued on the effect .1’ :II, liol on
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Question Man

Campus Parking
By THOMAS POWELL
Photos by Carolyn Kinet
"Is it diftica/t to iind a parking play’, 11,11 III, I Witlills?
JIM GARRISON, junior, weemmthig:
"I have to park in the garage because
there is nowhere else. The garage is poor as
it takes so long to get in and out. I think the
situation would ease if the two-hour parking
signs were removed."

RILL TIIOMPSON,
111111.1114WRIVIII:

freislottan,

11114111.kb

"I often come to school in a car pool and
find no place to park. We generally drive
around 10 or 15 minutes and finally park
several blocks from campus."

DENNIS F:DLUND, sophomore, industrial
relations:
-The parking places are all full so it takes
20 minutes to find a spot. Sometimes I park
a few blocks from campus in a little-used
area."
JAMES BROCKMAN’, freshman. music:
"I use the garage on a semester rental
basis, and arrive there at 8 a.m. It’s very
convenient, assures a parking space, and is
cheaper than driving around or paying the
daily fee."

ARTHUR SMITH, graduate, ’mythology:
"I park on the north side of Santa Clara
Street. I don’t mind the walk and always have
a parking place. I tried finding a closer spot
at first, hut gave it up after a few days."

PENNY
nopimmorm

THOMPSON,

commercial

art,

"Formerly, I left the house by 6:30 a.m.
and parked by the Art Building, and thus beat
the rush. This semester, I use the multi -story
garage and find it convenient."

continue a state of tension and
threat
"President Kennedy’s speech
at American University last June
was the first clear statement an
American President has made
that he was willing to accept
peaceful coexistence and end the
cold war," he said.
On the Cuban question, Dr.
Pratt suggested that it was time
for the U.S. to allow the Cubans
to decide for themselves what
kind of government they wanted.
"American intervention is not

health -saving report: a report 011 OW Oh ii Iii ti, ’tt
beverages on one’s health?
This would cause a stir around the nation. .spreiall, at
lege and university fraternity functions. The kineritat, ih,,
only would have smokingaettglowverortri:wanhiowuitl.11potillm.i;..1-hei1,1:14,:,1r.1,
would pia a n end to all the fun in life. V ell. alino-I all.
It doesn’t look like I
at least not in the near future. But in ease tlii- d,,,s ,...1,
might he wise to nun down to the nearest li.peo
much kiwi- as )(mu l’aim and be prepared for tlo . offlii,. !
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Too Early To Evaluate JFK Administration
By MINAKO IYAMA
President Kennedy is gone. He
has become a page in history.
At this time how do we examine the foreign policy of the late
President’s administration?
Dr. James W. Pratt, assistant
professor of political science, said,
"It is difficult and still to early
to make an adequate and objectise evaluation of the late President Kennedy’s foreign policy,
partly hecause the shock of his
assassination is still with us."

by

STEVE ACOSTA
Feature Editor

The pungent. yellow stain of nicotinnelii.sotigtireatalidiadlilety:ii:1:
ing from die fingers of many long-time smokers since ml.. .r
onmasnia;okmitiiri.
me s
iheg o
of the
reporti,ent hasnt’ shockedreport

An Editorial Creed
For Spartan Daily
ADITION 1LLY. page two of every Spartan Daily
TB ha- been the editorial page. .As in most newspapers. this page is reserxed for ideas and opinions.
These two wordsideas and opinionshave given
us a stronger and more idealistic society. But they also
’luxe hindered and depressed the xery objectives and
and work for.
goals we
Resealing a new idea or stating an opinion is
pretty risky business these days. While a person may
mean one thing. the opposition will try to prove that
he means another.
Therefore. anyone who gives an opinion is really
sticking his neck out. It puts a newspaper in an even
stud position. For a newspaper affects many
more
anti 1111- influence can soinetitoes mold the
ideals of today’s society. The responsibility of a newstherefore, is tremendous. We
large or small
paper
on Spartan Daily feel that responsibility.
1Ithough this page is dedicated to opinions and
ideas, the reader must remember that column material
is not necessarily the feeling of the entire staff. Only
matter on thi- side of the page. with the exception of
columns. is the viewpoint of Spartan Daily. An occasional editorial on page one will be labeled as sack
Because it is the start of a new semester, we’d like
to state our objectives. not only for this tinge. hut for
the entire paper. We have paralleled these goals to
seven pledges found in the Cleveland Press editorial
creed:
TO BE FAIR: In the heat of controversy, it’s
awfully easy to give only one side. The Spartan Daily
will continue to do its utmost to give all sides of an
issue. et en while expressing a preference for one side.
It will always give its readers the full opportunity to
offer any other point of view every day in the letter
column. Thrust and Parry.
TO BE COL RAGEOLS: .1. weak stand never made
an enemy: but it never accomplished anything, either.
There are many times when the unpopular opinion is
the right one. There also are many times when the
minority xiew is correct and the majority view is wrong.
The Spartan Daily promises it will call the shots as it
sees them. It hopes it will remain arm, regardless of
pressures.
TO IW iii NIKE: A newspaper can be a powerful
force. for good or for e% II. 1 nfortunately. there always
is the temptation to confuse great power with great
righteousness. Spartan Daily has made enough mistakes
in the past. and probably despite its best intentions
will make enough in the future. so that it has no
excii.e to pretend. even for a minute, it knows all the
an -’.. ’r-. Every time we start feeling like big shots.we’ll
try to calm down and behave like ordinary human beings. You can help a lot with this. When we act too big
for our pants. let us know FAST.
Tif liE IDE ALISTIC: All of us need to lift our
sights. There is such a heavy emphasis on material
things in our cixilization these days that we need to
stop every once in a while and think of higher goals.
Spartan Daily will keep its eyes on man’s dream of a
better world. and do what it can to make such dreams
come true.
TO BE CLEAR: There’s enough fuzzy thinking
around without our adding to it. We promise not to
write anything we don’t understand ourselves. We’ll
try to use all the resources available to us to get the
information to make difficult situations easier to underAmid.
TO BF: IIELPFII.: We’ll keep on trying to explain
the eiimplex problems and issues of our times and campus. If we base any bright ideas (Jr any helpful answer.. it will be a pleasure as well as a duty to pass
them on.
TO BF: INTERESTING: What’s the good of editorials that nobody reads? Spartan Daily will do all it
can to make this page stimulating enough to make you
want to read it. E% ell if that means being a little different at times. or i’s en occasionally a bit undignified, we
think it’s worth the effort. And we’re certainly going
to make that effort. All of us on Spartan Daily want to
read this page and to like it R. B.

A Gust 0’ Wind

necessary," he said.
"The American people, since
late 1930, have lived with the
need to hate the hatred of the
Germans, I he Japanese, and the
Russians," he asserted, "It is
just about time to realize what
this hateful habit can do to us."
"Kennedy somehow idealistically tried to get away from this
hateful past.
"We cannot accept a worldwide policy based upon hostility
and cold war. If we do, we will
destroy ourselves."

Thrust and Parry
Student Questions
Council Operations

SJS’er Labels
Classrooms ’Boxes’

Editor:
Two thousand students poured
into the Fairgrounds Exposition
Hall Friday night for the Registration dance. What a flop it
was! For the eighth consecutive
lime. or at, least as long as
I’ve been at SJS. the studentrun Social Affairs Committee,
which gets its money from Student Council, demonstrated its
incompetence and disregard for
student opinion by hiring an
group
111,0410-dad
est shsiVe,
knov.n as the Sal Carson band.
The students, eager and expecting to dance to a good rock ’n’
roll hand, were first disgusted
and then put to sleep by archaic
melodies that would have been
fine for mom and dadabout
years ago that is!

Editor:

Many students threw up their
hands and left dejectedly; most,
however, stayed with it trying to
make the best of a poor situation. After three hours of funeral marches. Sal and his "boys"
finally were able to muster-up
an occasional, but butchered -up
twist number to which the Jolly
Green Giant, if he were there,
could only have saidHo, Ho,
Ho!
Why do I bother to make a
point of it? The time is come
when someone must begin to
inform the students about the
incompetence displayed by the
controllers and spenders of our
$7.30 student -body card fees.
Have you ever inquired about
how your money is spent and
why? Very few students have.
Although I will write more letters on the subject, every student should begin to think about
It. Whether you went to the
registration dance or not, you
helped pay for Sal Carson’s musicians with part of that $7.50
you paid last semester. The body
which allocates our money to
organizations or committees like
Social Affairs is Student Camcll. Council controls over onequarter of a million dollars of
sir money each year.
I contend that the power to
spend that much money should
not be in the hands of this grout)
of 16 "representatives" of the
student body who do not have
the maturity nor the experience
It, deal with large sums of
money. The main interest of
most, not all, council members
is primarily self-centered, with
matters of general student welfare coming second or not at
all. I urge the students to watch
nor student government. closely.
It needs watching!
Dn. e

MOOT

A 50443

\S’hile I was driving past our
ever-enlarging campus, I noticed the newest of the "boxes"
which make up our campus in
the process of construction. This
imposing structure, Classroom
Building No. I, brought great
joy to me for I was sure that
I would be able to notice some
ticky-tacky lying around. I arn
not, sure whether our "box" will
be green, pink, blue or yellow or
whether it will turn out doctors
and lawyers and business executives but I hope to be one who
can come out the same as every
one else, have pretty children
and graciously doom them to a
life of conformity.
Dave "Tleky-Tacky" Pace
A 92,42
P.S. With our wealth of tradition and inspiring campus
figures, couldn’t we do better
than the name "Classroom
Building No. 1"

Columnist’s Stand
On Property Hit
Editor:
Richard Reeb’s fiery defense of
property in "Today’s Moral
Crisis" is totally inadequate.
Reeb opposes the Federal Civil
Rights Bill because it will encroach upon ’"the American
Way of Life."’ The white racist
will no longer be "free" to refuse
Negroes their rights. This piece
of legislation unquestionably is
another step on the road to serfdom.
There have been previous steps
In this direction, all limiting the
right to use our property as we
see fit. There are laws stating
that 7-year-old children do not
have the right to work in coal
mines. Entrepreneurs have to
maintain basic sanitary conditions and even supply drinking
fountains. I cannot turn my own
hack yard into a garbage dump
even if I want to. The state has
the power to take my house because the majority (mob/ decides that it needs a freeway.
Turning to the serious side,
Reeb is correct that. the institution of private property has
strong historical precedents in
Ametisa’s past. But the institution of private property if) not
sacrosanct, and its definition is
constantly changing. Reel) is incorrect when he states that.
"Americans fundamentally hold
that governments are instituted
among men for the purpose of
protecting this right (the right to
property)." The representatives
of the great majority of Americans are today exhibiting empirical evidence to the contrary.
Man Olmstead
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BEATLES GO GREEK
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Designer-Craftsmen Show

Four-Artist Exhibit Opens
An unusual and exciting art
exhibition, "4 Designer Craftsmen," will be the Art Department’s first show for the spring
semester, opening Monday at the
College Art Gallery.
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A RUSHING BEATLE?Jerry Beatle" Holman
I., is trying to inquire about fraternity rush from
Ai Cun:an, r., Inter -fraternity Ccun=i1 rush
chai man, but he is having trouble listening to
him. Vicci Boles just can’t seem to control her

emotions and her voice as she thinks she recognize! a Beatle." Fraternity rush will conclude
cn Sunday, Feb. 16. At that time the men will
make their final selection of which fraternity
they wish to join.

PR Man Pratt To Speak Kappa Sig Plans
Prin director or
he
0 an- for SJS,
ao.r at the SJS
- no, lit: 51)5
,te that approxi,ont of American
m.itia
:1 size 22 head, 20
wurnen I,
ter rant have ii size smaller than
her 40 per vent have
ban size 22. The Milcal America says so.
,

Patrons
annual luncheon
Wednesday, Feb. 19 at 12 noon
in the cafeteria.
Pratt, who is also the faculty
representative for the Patrons,
will speak on "Some Reflections
on Human Relations."
The Patrons will elect the
nominating summit tee for 196165 rind plans for the March :11
card party will lie discussed.

Informal Rush
Kann., Sigma, newly organized It, iernity at SJS, is planning an informal rush meeting
for interested rushers on Thursday, Feb. 13.
The meeting will be held at
159 S. 10th St. and will begin
at :1 p.m. All those interested
are invited to attend and to
meet the Kappa Sigma brothers.

in

BUY or SELL Anything
in the
Spartan Daily CLASSIFIEDS
... it brings results!
Come to ..1206 to place your ad
1:30 to 3:30 daily

THE PROTESTANT ECUMENICAL COUNCIL

Pt NN ING N
Karla Menconl, freshman exploratory major from San Franciseo, to Eddy HUCIUULLIL, Sigma Chi, SJS graduate who is presently
an entertainer from Hollywood.
Carol Schultz, sophomore nursing major from Maryland, to
Terry Maas, Alpha Phi Omega, sophomore zoology major from
Saratoga.
ENGAGEMENTS
Pamela Musk*, sophomore education major from Glendale. to
Jeff White, senior marketing major from Glendale also. An August
22 wedding is being
Tammy De Jarnatt, junior antivorxikigy major from Camarillo,
to Lt. j.g. John Cleaveland, Naval Air Station, Alameda, from
Mountainside. N .1. Wedding vows will be exchanged June 13.
Monti’ Monte, junior business education major from Willows.
to Al Lauro, senior social science major Irian San Francisco. A
June 25 wedding is being planned.
Evelyn Dixon, Theta Sigma Phi, national fraternity for women
in journalism, junior journalism major fmm Coloma, to Rick Salozar, junior pre-med major from Hanford.
Barbara Hutton, Alpha Phi, senior primary education major
from San Jose, to Ed Grant, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, SJS social science
graduate from Lakewood. June, 1964, is the wedding date.
Jackie Langley, freshman dietetics major from San Jose, to
John Woy, junior accounting major from San Rafael,
Kathy Cox, junior elementary education major from Woodside
to George !Samoa, junior drama major from San Bruno. A July 27
wedding is being planned.
Judy Sayer, former SJS student, now fashion co-ordinator at
Valley Fair, to Ted Swan, Pi Kappa Alpha. senior social science
major from Mt. Shasta. A summer wedding is planned.
MARRIAGE
Cynthia Daley, senior elementary education major from Watsonville exchanged vows with Jim Wood, who is employed in Watsonville. Their wedding was Jan. 31.

Fred Waring’s ’Magic’
Glee, Orchestra
By ADRIENNE KENNEDY
With a magical combination of
folk music, love songs, dance
music, spirituals, a touch of classical music and a seasoning of
satiric mimic in song, Fred Waring, his glee club and orchestra
delighted a near capacity crowd
at San Jose Civic Auditorium
last Friday.
"The Magic of Music," as the
show is called, is in the middle
of its 1963-64 touring season.
While the production offers
the traditional "something -foreveryone" appeal, Waring’s slow,
soft conversational rapport with
his audience introduces the various sections and ties the show together.
A standout of the show is the
duet of glee club members Jim
Wheeler and Linda Wicker in a
delightfully subtle takeoff medley of folksongs, "11<nv To Succeed at Folk Singin’ without
even Tryin.’"
Betty Ann McCall is another
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Kenneth J. Dierek, Freda Koblick, Hal Painter and Bob
Stocksdaie are the exhibiting
artists. Each of the four artists
is represented numerically by a
large number ot works virtually

METHODIST BISHOP

.

on Pickett
... one of the best -informed
Americans on India and on Christian
missions throughout the world."
FOR THE ACADEMIC COMMUNITY
ON CAMPUS AND AT WORSHIP

\ CAMPUS . . .
A Lecture Series on India and the Political Situation in Southeast Asia
WEDNESDAY, February 12: The India of Gandhi and Nehru: the Men and
the Myths
THURSDAY. February 13: India and China and the Dilemma of Asian Politics

Send Your Lover
A Spartogram
As A Valentine
If you are having trouble selecting a valentine, try a Spartogram.
A Spat*tograin is an SJS valentine telegram which may be
25 words or less for 25 cents.
Booths to order a Spartogram
are located at the cafeteria and
the Spartan Bookstore. Orders
may he made Thursday, Feb.
13 and Friday, Feb. 14.
The telegrams will he delis,
crest by AWS members and they
must be sent within the area
around the campus

FRIDAY, February 14: U.S. and India: Is There Understanding/
Engineering 132, SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, 2:30 p.m.

IT WORSHIP ...
A Preaching Mission: "THE CHURCH AND THE WORLD"
FEBRUARY 12
ASH WEDNESDAY: A worship service with clergy of the Protestant Ecumenical Council assisting and Bishop Pickett as preacher.
and THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13

Services begin at 7:30 p.m.

ST. PAUL’S METHODIST CHURCH
South 10th Street at San Salvador

RENT A

TYPEWRITER
sppcid Stuaerst Raleal

3 MOS.

18

USE OUR "RENT
TO OITA" l’14V

dtrelstire,<//:f
170 South Second

headliner with her unique instrument called the C.ordovox, a
combination accordian and organ.
Lette Rehnolds’ versatility as a
comedienne with an exceptional
voice brightens the program with
two solo appearances.

Pre-Rush Tea
To Be Held Today
A pre. musts tea will be held ma day at 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. in cafeteria rooms A andB as a formal
spring sorority rush function.
All SJS women are encouraged
to come and it is campus dress.
A fashion show will be featured
and the models will be women
from each sorority house.
Formal spring rush will be
held Feb. 22 to March 2 and the
deadline to sign up is Feb. 14.
Sign-ups may be made at A242
or at the tea.

Survey Class Has
Live Performances
F:ach Tuesday arid Thursday
at 11:30 a.m. the Survey of Music Literature class presents Use
performances in the field of music. The performances are open
to all SJS students.
Thursday’s performance includes Beethoven’s Sonata, Op.
26 and the First Movement
Andante and Variations by Barbare Shcherbakov, Madeleine
Edwards will play Beethoven’s
Op. 27 No. One. Both are students of Dr. Thomas Ryan.
Students interested in Credit
for the course can contact Patrick Meierotto in M103 or attend Thursday’s class session.

BRIDGE
INSTRUCTION
Friday Nights
Newman Club
7:30 p.m.
756 each
Instruction will consist of short
lecture and demonstration play.
An opportunity for beginners
to improve their bridge and
experienced players to become
experts.

,
making the exhibition it,
alent of four one-man shows
CERAMIC RELIEF TILES
Ketuieth J. Dierck uf fir.t.keley
is exhibiting ceramic relief tiles.
sculpture, and pottery. He has
studied at the Unisersity of
Washington where he receaed
his Master of Fine Arts and the
California College of Arts and
(’raft,’, in Oakland. Mr. Dierek
it teacher of el-ramie’, in
key Trade and
loge.
The work by Freda Not,
ClillSISIS of cast pi.- tie (1.1111
screens, and prism st i.uet
Koblick lives in San Fr:11w.
and specializes in ness
in decorative plastics for architectural use. She has studied al
the Nam ics industry’s Technical
Institute in Los An,.,ele, awl
since 1949 has 1,-,
many

commissiorts for
her w, irk.
Wm en tapestries and nuts are
being exhibited by Hal Painter
ot Sun Frahrisco. Painter has
studied at the American Univers,ty. Biarritz, France; the Crilir.ania Selv.01 of Fiat- Arts, and
She School of Fine Arts at San
Mrgia’tdi
Mes.co
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A shining choice, all imported from the
land of sun and song ... baby cables,
bubble fronts, large button styles,
collared and collarless cardigans. Can’t
you see yourself in one of
these divinely feminine creations?
srotirsweve.
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Mermen Absorb 2saitti
64-31 Thrashing
San Jose State’s swim team may
have great potential. but it’ll have
to go some to offset yestet.day,s
staggering 64-31 loss to the University of California at Berkeley.
The Spartans could ..nly muster
three first places in their first
meet, two by junior college transfer Charlie Douglas. and the other
by senior Pete Sagues.
The Bears, who are boasting
what is reputed to he their strongest team in 13 years, swam off
with the remaining eight events.
The victory was the first for a
(’al team over SJS in the last
three years.
Douglas posted wins in the 200
and 500 freestyle events with
times of 1:57.6 and 5:28.2 respectively.
The former Orange Caast Junior
College performer WAR joined in
the winner’s circle by teammate
Sagues who tied Cal’s pool record
in the 50-yard freestyle with a 22.4
clocking Si.1411,‘, us placed second in the ii 14) li.,style in 51.3
in a judL:e’s decision to earn a few

Mermen Should Be Strong

s orts

more of the points the Spartan.
had to scratch for all afternoon
(’ale freestylist was clocked in
the 51.5 but Was awarded the
decision.
4NP tItTAN 11 X I I,V
Ray Dom, RJR breast stroke
man, earned a second place in his
200 yard event with a 2:34.0 Hocking well behind (’al’s winning time
of 2:30.3. Other Spartan runnersup were Al Kelly in the 200 yard
backstroke (2:18.01 mid Nick
Schoenmann in the 50 yard freestyle .23.0). the only event SJS
placed one-two in the meet.
Coach Tom O’Neill will send his
squad up against what should he
the best team SJS will face this
year. a week from Friday when
Stanford comes to San Jose.

Wednesday Febriany 12. 1964

By BILL !MHADAV
Whether SJS swim coach Tom
O’Neill will he launching a bailieship or a much less impressive
seagoing vessel in Spartan pool
this year could very well depend
on how much mileage he can ply
from an impressive horde of junior
e.4Iege transfers and upcoming

SJS Spikers Enter
SF Indoor Meet

lolf, the detending state college
400 -yard individual medley litlist.
His timing of 4:45.5 was 15 seccods better than his previous best
in the event.
Senior Phil Whitten, unable to
compete last year due to illness,
will return to action this session.
TWIS years ago Whitten plarad
second in the breaststroke in
tiw state college meet.
Although O’Neill has lost a
pool -full of mermen through low
grades, including freshman Greg
Buckingham. a prep All-American
sensation, his worries may be
eased if a promising group of junior college transfers come througit.
Leading the list of transfers is
Charlie Douglas who arrives at
the SJS scene from Orange Coast
vhere he was an All-American
distance man. Douglas broke into
the Spartan lineup for Tuesday’s
meet -with the rugged Cal Rears

lien Tucker will be a strong con- I
A Spartan track aial lield aggregation of 19 athletes will travel tender in the mile as he continues
north this weekend to compete in his assault on the 4-minute mark. ;
the second annual Golden Gate In- Tucker placed third last weekend
vitational Indoor track meet at the in the Los Angeles Indoor meet.’
Cow Palace Saturday night.
Pat Kelso will match shot puts
The Spartan contingent will he with Parry O’Brien and Spartan’
facing some of the top names in Coach Bud Winter feels Kelso ’
the track world in the San Fran- could wind up with the longest
cisco meet as no less than 14 po- I hrow. Kelso heaved the shot
tential gold medal winners at the 58-9’a at Portland.
1964 Olympic Games have entered
Danny Murphy. Spartan twothe meet. Wayne Herman who won miler, was scheduled to compete
John Lou,, who placed second in the 60-yard dash in Portland last in the meet but will be forced to
the NCAA golf tournament for Illimth in 6.3, will go up against remain on the sidelines. The SparTOM O’NEILL
. . . opens new season
San Jose State last year has been, world record holder Herb Carper tan distance man who ran in the
16.0) in San Francisco.
, highlight event of the Golden Gate
picked by Golf Digest magazine
Invitational last year placing sec- freshmen, who will be supplementi
to win the 1964 U.S. Amateur ,
ond to ex-Spartan Charlie Clark ing a sparse group of returning
championship in Cleveland, Ohio.
in the two-mile, suffered a recur- lettermen.
rence of stomach cramps this ! Three returning seniors. Pete
this September.
Sagues. Dave Corhet and Herman
week.
The former Spartan reached the
Other Spartans entered in the Radloff will he familiar names in
fifth round of the 1963 Amateur
San Francisco meet are J (lb n the Spartan lineup as they at and was ranked as the eighth top
Garrison, 880. Phil Darnall and tempt to add to a 27-2 mark run
play -for-no-pay man in the coonforces in the last
try by Golf Digest. His brother! Independent intramural basket- , Tom Tuite, two mile. Louis Day- up by O’Neill’s foes
41aaaie
ball swings
s into it secon d day of idson, steeplechase, Bob Bonds, three years.
Dick Lots was ranked one slot ,
Bobbie Brook,
Mien l’ai
, action this evening when 16 "E" high hurdles, Lester Bond, long
is the defending stale
O
SNW%
behind at ninth.
Fleischman
and "G" league teams open their I crump, Craig Fergus. triple :lup
champion in the 100-yard freem
At present John is in the U.S.’
455 E. WILLIAM * mar 10th Street
rnd George Rios, Jim Groothoff style event, and was a member
Army fulfilling his service obliga- schedules.
Open Thurs. Nita
CY 4.7679
; Tomorrow night 20 games are’ and Gene Gurule in the specialty of the S.IN freestyle relay Clinttion at Fort Ord.
-- seheduled with all leagues seeing "Devil Take the Hind Most" mile hination which gained All-Amersome action except for loops "B" in which the trailing runner on lean honors last year, t’iorbet,
and "E."
every lap after the fifth must drop the (cant captain. Is another reHair Styling For Men
Intramural clirector Dan Unruh out of the race. The Spartan mile turning nieinher 441 the relay
announced that fraternity league relay squad of Herman, Tim team which oa clocked in tut schedules will be available in the Knowles, Groothoff and Larry Le der 3:20.
.
Sagues will also compete in the
Intramural Office, MG121, today. Fall should be a strong contender
with
lealong
50-yard
freestyle
Play does not start for the Greek also
teams until next week.
The Spartans will also enter a t urnees Nick Schoenmann, cehoseill
Sainte Claire Barber Shop
Teams are reminded that in or- special two-mile relay for junior also be competing in the 100-yard
der to start a game at least five college and fresh -rm squads send- freestyle event. Schoenmann swept
88 W. San Carlos Si,
inen on the official roster must ing Darral
- :Mon, Frank both events at the state college
1,0 present by game time. A team Slemp, Ken Shackleford and Bob ITIPM last year yvon by the SparFor Appointment Call 292-4894
may start a game with four play- Baker to San Francisco to corn- tans.
ers hut must provide an official pete.
Another returning ’WM.! t Rad-

Former San Jose
Golfer Is Favored

Intramural
A ctio n ir o nig h t
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SOUTH FIRST STREET

"CARRY ON REGARDLESS"
"FLAME OVER INDIA"
- STUDENTS 11.00
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"MERLIN JONES"
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1960 ALUM ROCK

CV 24775

Selected Short Subjects

"FOUR FOR TEXAS"
"STATE FAIR
"TORPEDO RUN’

HELP!

WE’RE STILL BUSTING AT THE SEAMS!!
WITH NEW AND USED BOOKS...
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SAVE 25% ON USED TEXTS
Used Books Gulore

Full refund on used and
unblemished new Books
with receipt.
First two weeks of class.

Q BOOK
a

STORE

A

"II

AvENUE

south screen
"CHARADE "COME SEPTEMBER"
"DISNEY CARTOON FESTIVAL -

"THE VICTORS"
George l-1,-;14on
Eciwdrd,

HELP!

DC -

SARATOG

L RANCHO f " . "
ALMA

L,1(44

"STRANGE LOVES"

"SCAPEGOAT’

RAZOR CUTS

HELP!

CV 5-72/13

and could heeoine
,,,,
producer for the Spirt,.
Also up from the
college ranks Is btu ,t,.,;;"
another All-Amerlean in the to,
and 1,500 f reest y les II
Monica City Uolleae.
Distance freestyleis .1,1)
-SteNulty from Santa Monica
Larry Loganbill front Long H ; are other new men 0 N..iri
look to for help. Long 11,
:sends along Sheldon lt,,
the butterfly and freesfyk, ...
and Ralph Rodheinl. a lean,’:
of Douglas at Orange r,,s,
compete in the breaststroke.
O’Neill feels his Spartans wil,
he toughest in the Sprint 4.5.K.51.
this year and should again
a top state college meet cimtenikir
In eight years at the mins ;It
.0Neill has yet to hake
finish lower than senond in
meet.

Open nights ’til 9
All day Saturday
Plenty of free parking

I.

Animi

SOPHOMORE STARTER

Matmen Move,
Bounce Indians
gy TOM POWELL
his COMP to
The Spartan wivsl
Stanford Indians
Opp with the
and just slipped away
last night
scalps by a 1642 mar.
with their
that State would
gin. It appeared as they marched
way
the
all
LO
first four weight dithrough the
tribe came hack
visions. Ind the
the final four matches.
COMM
1(1
Carl Dommeyer
Mike Stone and
Spartans with lirst and
the
Idd
pins respectively.
iiiecond perival
battles resulted in
remaining
The
point decisions.
t,
Stone, at 113-1h. weigh
George MIPP1Pr
pinned Stanford’s
two minutes of the
iii just mer
Dammeyer, at 147,
first period.
Indians’ (terry
knocked off the
grabbing
Smith to a tall after
lead. The other
an early point
tallied by
Spartan %ictories were
neatly. 1.111.
John Lint anti .Art
an 8-0
Out out Tim alai,: with
followed
derision cc ilk Beatty
elintee over
up with the 9-3
berry Smith.
down
The Braves then started
when Phil Kenthe victory trail
over
dall took a close decision
Schuler’
Cliff 01S011 by 5-3. Steve
Searhad little tri.uble with Gary
had
dina. At the land whistle he
piled up 14 ’stints against Scardina’s 3. TOM Allen followed suit
with a 6-4 victory over San Jose’s
the
13111 Harm. However, late in
match he was warned against
stalling.
The final match, featuring I
State’s previouslv undefeated Don
Anderson and Stanford’s Duncan
Ross firelight the standing-room only crowd into a frenzy of excite -

UNWANTED HAIR
REMOVED FOREVER
(Recommended by Nadines
Bonoy Salon - ES 7.6193)
For Appointment Call
CT 54911
Roe. Towers, R. E.

By DAN MeLEAN
San Jose State, behind nearly
all the way last night, came on
strong in the final three minutes
to notch a 49-48 WCAC win over
St. Mary’s in Richmond Auditorium, and snap a three-game
losing streak.
The o in kept league title hopes
alive for the Spartans, who are
now in third place. with a 3-2
recolvl. San Jose trails USF and
l’OP, imet will meet the latter Saturday night in San Jose.
Reserve- guard Pete Newell.

Friday, Feb. It, the madmen
will fuer Ina opponents. At 3
p.m. they are hasts to San Diego
State, At 3 p.m. they
oft
atgainst
NItandon t r ill i
With teams "real strong romp.-tit ion. We hoc.- two matches
beCIOPili Ill..% will play Cal at
%MOP
we play San
Diego, so both teams sic,,u Id loin about the sante condition." to.
stated.

SJS Leads
In Defense
West Coast Athletic Conference
,tatisties released Monday, reveal
that San Jose State now leads the
league in team defense by a slim
margin.

C,ARACE EUROPA

MASTER MECHANICS
Trained in Germany
Wamer Zollenkopf

760 Willow St.
San Jose 25 Conf.
292-5675

WHO JOINS
ALPHA OMEGA RHO?
Men Who Want to Develop
Brotherhood And Fellowship

San Jose Stitie’s freshman
keteers continue to draw rugged
assignments this weekend when
they entertain a rugged University
of the Pacific team in the 6 p.m.
Saturday preliminary at Spartiut
Gym.
The Spartababes were bombed
oot
Vieekvnd by the talented
Smda (la. a Bronco trash 79-614
mil Coach Dan Clines feels the,
contest could he just at tough. i
The Broncos, which Gibes rates
the best team on the Spartan
,diiidole, jumped to an early 19-6
.,i1 Saturday before the Spartans
get tn is Mg. MA% ever. Santa
Clara’s outside shooting kept the
Spartans off in the distance for the
rest of the contest. The score at’
Ihe half was 37-23 in favor of the,
Spartan’s northern neighbors.
Bob Stuckey of Santa Clara took
high point honors for the contest
with 21, as the Broncos rolled to
thidr eleventh triumph in thirteen
starts. Three Spartans hit double
figures as Pete Conrad tallied 14..
John Keating 12, and Tom Smith
11.
Through eleven games, five of
which were winning efforts, the
leading SJS scorers are Smith at
11.5 points per game, John Keating at 9.7 and Steve Schlink with

Men Who Want To Grow
With A New Fraternity
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= Converse All Star Oxford =
Black or White

where the members make the fraternity

$8.95

TOMORROW FEB. 13th

1:00 - 5:00
333 SOUTH 11th STREET
The Spirit of Alpha Omega Rho is not something that we can effectively put down in
words. Only by coming over to our house, can
you see this spirit. Why not drop over

and discuss any phase of our fraternity’s activities

San Jose led only once in the
tlist half, 6-5, and the Gaels. with
, the help of 11 of Millet’s 14 points,

Tiger Cage Awaits
Basketball Squad

PIZZA

SUPERIOR IN SIZE AND QUALITY

BLENDED lvIOZZA PELLA

8"

10"

12"

14"

16"

S .70

$1.10

$1.60

$2.10

$2.90

Pizza with Pepperoni

.80

1.30

1.85

2.35

3.10

Pizza with Sausage

.80

1.30

1.85

2.35

3.10
3.10

1.

Pizza Napoli

2.
3.

(Ground Beef or Pia el

(Hot c Mdd I

SPAGHETTI
DINNERS

SPAGHETTI

1

4.

Pizza with Anchovies

.80

1.30

1.85

2.35

S.

Pizza with Mushrooms and
your Choice of Meat

.95

1.45

2.00

2.60

3.40

6.

Pizza with Tunafish

.80

1.30

1.85

2.35

3.10

7.

Pizza with Chicken ...

.80

1.30

1.85

2.35

3.10

8.

Pizza with Mushrooms

.80

1.30

1.85

2.35

3.10

9.

Pizza with Ham

.80

1.30

1.85

2.35

3.10

Pizza with Italian Salami

.80

1.30

1.85

2.35

3.10

10.
11.

Pizza with Bacon

12.

Pizza Haven Special

.80

1.30

1.85

2.35

3.10

1.05

1.60

2.10

2.90

3.60

$3.95E

=Sweat Pants

$2.95:1

FREEMAN’S ==,=,
2nd

,pArkieleinueuhrieinal,
SALADS
cANnW1CHES

Your cholee of Mee+ plus Onions. Or -en
Peppers Chopped Olives and Mushroo-cl

EXTRAS-Add

flavor to your pie with the

following

Green Peppers

10c

15c

20c

25c

35c

Onions

10c

10c

15c

20c

25c

Chopped Olives Iblalek)

10c

15c

20c

25c

30c

Olives (green)

10c

15c

20c

25c

30c

293-1310

=Hooded
Sweatshirts

Pizza Haven
10th & William
4 P.M. to 12 A.M.

Sun.-Thurs.

CENTERE

San Jose=

"t11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.-

- - TOTALS 1B 12 48
St. BAry’s 21, Soon

CHEESE, SPICES AND OUR OWN TOMATO SAUCE ON EACH PIE

59.95

$2.50g

IT, MARY’S (48)
GFT
2 2 6
2 2 6
4 1 9
3 I 7
5 4 14
2 2 6

Moore
Schreiner
Turner
Fagliano
Miller
Garcia

... where every pie is mode to your order!

Call in your order-

E.:
SCrewneck
Sweatshirts

So.
? 244
=

"
SAN JOSE (49)
F T
Terrentis 3 3 9
Saffold
2 2 6
Goodin-. 1 I 3
Jansci
2 1 5
Labetich 2 4 8
Newell
4 5 13
Griggs
1 0 2
Guget
1 1 3
- - TOTALS 16 17 49
Halftlme score:
Jo:., It.

LOTS OF FUN

we’ll have it ready wken you get here

ESPORT

’the into tranos %nen- tied
era’ times in the seo-ond
Ind the Spartans M.% ..r held the
lead until, anti I 314 rem:lifting
in the gt
S. ’I’. Safitold
Iii,, tr
the line tit
gise San 11.1-0IS -44 advantago-.
St. Mars’s POMP hack with a
lotto-ket, hilt Leff liesodere pot
the S111111:111, alto-ad loo slloo with
111 ...1.1.01111% remaining.
L.:Meilen pot the game on
with a cOrel boll shots, but the
(;ards ’loser( din the scoring with
a tsnoopointnr at the buzzer
Jim Moore did a fine job defensively tin Spartan star Saffolt.
holding him to
points Itut Svthid pulled down eight tag le Ground, I.
help the’ cause aini
played well defensively.
The San Jose freshmen didii
well as their big brothel,, 73-4 1 lieking at the hand,
lmsh
Don DeN’in,Isi Gael freshmen
’Ii 20 and 15 points riii,tin Heating, hit 11. Itt
,..
tiOrIOIN for the

tw PIZZA HAVEN

FINE FOOD

Sperry Top Sider
Blue or White

Gray. Blue. ,,,r1 14..4

THUR & FRIDAY 1:00-5:00 p.m.
333 SOUTH 11th STREET

The Spartans shot slightly better than St. Mary’s from the floor
but the game was won at the line
where San Jose picked up 17
points. The Spartans hit only cc
of seven shots from the line in
the first half, hot came back
’strong to notch a 70.9 percentage
The Gaels outscored SJS u
two
lotekets from the floor

21-18 hill lice’

Everything at 1/2 Price Wednesday

Side Order

Which Has New Ideas
ALPHA OMEGA RHO RUSH

I

GRAND OPENING

Men Who Don’t Have To
Discriminate

Jr, bad a fine night tar St,.
notching 13 points, one less than
Steve Miller, flight point man
for the Gaels. Frank Tarrantts
hit nine- points and Rob Labelle!.
eight In the clutch win.

or

Frosh Basketball
Squad To Battle
degreeIRugged Pacific

Repair of Volkswagen - Mercedes - Poische

cl’ARTANT DAILY-3

1C1(14

, it.
Spartan eager-.
.ersity of Pacific s dupla,
-.me that could
the S ,
-.quad a big lift, h0ld the Sp.irAs of Monday, the Spartans hail tans win,
held league opponents to an averThe Tiger Sqllati, cc hich fall
age
55.4 points in four games,
to win a single game in %%VA(’
with LISF m ly slightly behind, hay- competioun
,
ing allowed an average (if 57 5 :
hack strong to post a 1.1
points.
I record to date. Their only
University of Pacific, the Spar- came at the hands of league-fa\ id. REBOUND THREAT-Sophomore S. T. Saffold was one of only
tan’s opponent Saturday, leads the’ ite USF.
two Spartan cagers to appear in the most recently released.. league in scoring, with an 145.14 per
UOP is led by 6-7 forward Bill
game average.
Wilson, an all -tournament seleeWCAC individual statistics. As of the beginning of the week,
The all-important league stand- lion at the WCAC Christmas
Saffold ranked sixth in rebounds, with an average of 10 per
logs os of Monday showed USF. Tourney. Also tough for the Tigers
game, while his teammate, sophomore Jeff Goodere, topped the
UOP, San Jose and Santa Clara
we 6-ft center Leo Middletun, out
league with a 90.9 free throw percentage.
the upper division.
Dick Davey

Spartan Judoists
To Act As Hosts
For Tournament
This Saturday San Jose State
will act as host for a promotional
judo tournament in the mat room,
MG207.
About 30 northern California
judo teams will send men shooting
for degree promotions to the meet.
College entries will include men
from Cal and Santa Rosa Junior
College as well as SJS.
In promotional meets no team
scores are kept, but individual
matches will take place in white,
third, second and first degree’
brown belt competition and may
include third or fourth
Mick hell promotion:.1 attempts.

12

Cagers Snap Loss Streak
With 49-48 Comeback Win

’tient ROSS
not he denied,
however, and handed Anderson a
close 5-4 defeat.
e
Arording
to t’ ii a cI. Hugh
M
by, the Stanford grapplers
hit Ve pragressesi greatly sineshuet year. ’rhis year’s viii or.. was
the closest in years, yet
Indians have WWII 11111111IP to topple
the Spartans in w rest ling
tourneys.
Mumby ;«linitted that mistakes
had been made and the score was
not indicative of the "real closeness of the match."

During Semester Break
Give Your Car A Break With A Tune-uu

T.
HIFECTVE

WeAnecidny February
-

4 P.M. to 2 A.M.

Fri.-Sat.

BREAC’
RTS

--.11111111111111

11-SPARTAN D.1.11.Y

Wednesday. February 12, 1964

Spartaguide
Ceremony and potluck dinner.

and II.

Student Peace Union- 3:30 p.m
lli p in .

Flying’

1.31

cafeteria A .ind II

2 GIRLS

NEW DELUXE

’SS HILLMAN MINX.
- 1,(2

t
$30 MONTH:
,

FOR SALE 131

BEDROOM SET

S.5

GIRLS
-

Flute

PAN-AMERICAN
t
’

2 r
r
2

:

GRAD. STUDENT
..7.732

HELP WANTED

NEED .

t2’... 5

WANTED:

N

Plecermint Office. Room 234, Admin.
isntion ILad;e9. S;greep5 will start
on Tuesday,

piny

TOMORROW: FEBRUARY IS:

United states Navy Recruiting:
III) campus.

, only.

Vick Chemical Co.: liberal arts
icitizenship required, males only.

13 235.

IFour Names +Spartacamp Tickets
Submitted Go on Sale Friday
For Post
Vice President of the college and

lousiness management.

Jury Trial Set
For SJS Prof
In Local Court
It.
A ye., ’

S.IS Assisro:I
Campbell, :1J.

T

c

atar
Curtis, O’Brien

’Flicks’ 10

Tony Curtis,

Ecitnorx1 O’Bri,,n,

rector Sob-Commit ice, Dr. William
J. Ihisel, has submitttst the names
of four men selected’ by the subcommittee for further consideration as possible directors of the
proposed st tidetit center.
Topping the list is Frank Noffke.
presently director of the College
Unison at Baldwin-Wallace College,
Berea, Ohio.
Also under consideration are
Roger Rodzen, Assistant College
Union Director, University of
Arizona. Tucson. Ariz.: Richard
ileymolds. College Union Director,
Western Washington State College, Bellingham, Wash.; and Boris
t Bell. College Union Director at the
tniversity of Rhode Island. Kingston. R.I.
I These four men were selected
from a list of 10 applicants for
the position of director.
! Current plans call for an opening of the College Union in fall,
1967.

ROOMMATE .

Arthur O’Connell, Karl Makien.
will have a jury trial ill Municipal
Gary Merrill, and Raymond MasDID YOU
misdemeanor
Court May 18 on a
sey star in this week’s Friday
207
2
charge of resisting arrest.
’Flick, "Great Imposter. Prof. Campbell was booked by
Tony CUM is portrays the !rt.,PERSONALS 171
San Jose p.lice Jan. 5 on tou. life adventures of Ferdinand De wile
UNWANTED !
later
leo%
which
bat
of
counts
mart as six different men. Ahvays
reportedly scuffled one jump ahead of exposure, this
V. Iii rIce 11/110%41/114 all MHO
uneducated young hoaxster sue- !Entomology Professor
SERVICES
cc...sillily assumed the identities of To Teach Insect
The trinl date v.’:uc set aftei Pisof. a college professor. Trappist monk,
EXPERIENCED TUTOR
History in Evenings
Camplall appeared liffore Mtiiiici- prison reformer and doctor.
Dr. J. Gordon Edwards, SJS proThe movie starts at 7 p.m. with
jsiit Judge William J. Ifarris Jr. ,
RENT A TV
and pleaded not guilty to the re- a 33-cent admission charge in fessor of entomology, will teach a
University of California extension
1’9n
slst.m.: arrest charge.
T1155.
evening course this spring.
TV S FOR RENT
rive,
The course. dealing with insect
Circle K Taking
AUTO INSURANCE
.jonts. Cfn’
natural history, will be held of
42.
Sunnyvale High School, Duane and
Signups This Week
TV RENTALS
East Britton Avenues, starting tocircle K campus and commun- morrow. Class meetings are schedity service club, is open for MeM- uled 7 to 9 p.m. Thursdays in room
AUTO LIFE. FIRE INS. Cell PA’:
rSI1 ip to interested men students. E-3.
.
4 ,
266
Persons interested in taking the
Signups will be held in front of
Professor Ira D. Anderson, of
I he Northwestern University Spartan Bookstore from 10:30 to course may attend the first belt Friday. big without obligation to enroll.
Graduate School of Business. Chi- 2:30 today, tomorrow, and
Reecr,g SPECIALIST: AFl;leIi
Circle K is a national service or- Registration fee for 15 class meetcago, will be on campus Friday.
Feb. 14, to meet with students ganization with 536 chapters and ings is $36.
RELIABLE TYPING,
Fur- ’ Further information about the
desiring information ahont grad- more than 10,000 members.
ther information may be obtained !course may be obtained from the
;..
EXPERIENCED
uate study at that uniersity.
from Jerry Nishita, Circle K University of California Exten.ion.
Interes’ed persons may mak
737 476.
!Berkeley 4; TM 5-6000. est II51
at 297-0385.
an appointment for an inter.iev, presklent.
TRANSPORTATION (RI
at the Placement Center. ADM2.11.
The interviews will start at 1:15
taccD RIDE
A’- 5.3
p.m. and continue t MOUgh the
f ternoon.
NANTED

UNAPPR

RIDE

LOST AND FOUND (6)

I MADE $50

t
GIRLS
HASHERS
SAILING EXPEDITION

HOUSING (S)

Northwestern U.
Prof To Explain
Grad Program

HELP!
TWO ROOMS

HUGE DISCOUNT:
:- "
DESPERATE
WOMAN S BOARD & RM
LEE

BETTY

HALL.

GIRL

MEN Studo.di -

242
^Dr 736.1044 m

FOR RENT .%/ANT

MEN’S I

w!!I roke r;ders

Eos, 0,41,,sd ors.. -

C-.

2

MEN’S

To ploc an (Id:
at Sparfen Doily
Ad Office, J207, 1:30.3:30
Send in handy order blank
CIl

LARGE

- inclosed c.4.11 oe chock
No ekes* *Mors

NEED

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!
To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium. a Didus intphis.
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send if with a cheek or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office. J206, San
Jose State College. San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.

CLASSIFIED RATES

-

Minimum
Two lines
One time

2
3
4
5

Three Hmes
250 a Hut

Fly, Hones
20# e line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

Add this
amount for
each dell’ line

Departments List
Open Classes

FOP DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES. CALL CY 44414, EXT.
2465, FROM I 20 TO 4 20, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.

The last day to add classes is
!tk’erincsday. Feb. 111. The last day
students may thom courses is Friday. Fel. 28. After elas- cards
liaoe been tinned 111. StIgient. may
drop rri-es through the Registrar’s I u f

Limits May Be Set
For New Entrants
In Fall Semester

flinti

Interviews Held

!

rn(U-sntidle.’r, the Stale filcher Ultra.
Ron Master Plan. San Francis,
State will have a limited enroll-

ment of 13.000 students.
Last fall the California Stale
College Board of Trustees studied
a proposal to set iip quotas for
freshman and lower dio-ision trans.
fer students at both San Francisco
State and San Jose State. This
would place SJS enrollment at
15,000 full time equivalent stuStudents planning to be grad- dents by 1968-69.
uated at these times must have
A full time equivalent student
31:1:101 ion applications itt by is one who is carrying a bill preEH! 28,
gram and attending day Cla1,0S,

Inter\ WW1.; for students planning
to be graduated this June, or after
the summer sessions. are now being held in the registrar’s office
in ADM102. Major-Minor forms
must be filed with the registrar’s
office before graduation inter-

SPRI
air.
Davi

Ai

KS.

GRAND OPENING
Mon., Tues., Wed. - Feb. 10, 11, 12

HOWARD
TOURS

San Jose’s newest women’s fashion store

F14( 0111411SAI
STUDY ’OUR its 1111 PACl/ I(

CIRCLE WORLD

Complete line of sports-wear, dresses,
co-ordinates, and swim -wear. Moderately priced with you in mind. Sizes 5-15
and 6-16.

NINE UNIVERSITY CREDITS

57 DAYS

’2599

toile your gre4tett summer and if you
wish, earn elnura one Nil garter of uni.
versify credit by enrolling in the notional
San Francisco State College summer anl
POO SIttdiOnt Mfg 0 connmction with the
Nair. Program includes Ibmsaii. layer
None KOOS; Saigon, engem Wet. 114nglIni,
IMP& with VlSitS tO CelcUtt4, tai Mshsi,
Delhi and Kashmir, Cairn, with its Sphuir
ind Pyrarnidf, I ehrinnn Jeringlern, Israel
ietenhui, and Athens with its Perilionon
4116 Acropolis. Return vie Rome, with tuns
for independent visits in rumo ’-i’s A
linmstrnri
world ’fop PI the lbarmatir-,
travel RfPlfriRnce. Offers all first fists
sir/vire% ashore and the Most Wens,.
schedule of specie dinners cosmopolitan
entertainment, evemog flints and sor si
fulittiOns. plus all nesessary tour Services

During our grand opening please come
in and register for free merchandise
certificates. No purchase necessary.

SIX UNIVERSITY CREDITS

fl Perstraet, (1)

46 DAYS

Housing IS)

0 Seethe/ 1111)

1.) For Sawn

Lost and Posed ICU Treaspertetlea It)

Tweet tnuniltne ht 5,, linen Miami In
tsuador Peru
Femme rolyntur
Cate ArgentIns Uruguay 6/4711 on this
mail liorsitied ’,aviary covering ill nf
laird Anteritil - a full program of seri
hest hotels, meals, sightseeine. evening
activities, ettial funrtinns, and sp..,
*WM - van an essential tOirr liervire%
highltghted by resin-ions to the An
deo highlands, the ’df dit.ds nd ten
Incas. Wand had. and Iltraellie, the t,ty
of the future - a truly greet educetinnel
and enjoyable SUrrinifer ddcatonn stIvondur.
Ii is even more enriching tar members
who enroll in the notional S. Trenrisso
Slate Gonne suviiio Seselon curses,

Friel your ad her.:

’1799

APPLY

ICovio 33 Litton ond Spaces ler Each Line)
run Ad For 2/7/4/S Days (Circle One)

"Designed with the College girl in mind"

OTTAGE tASUALS
438 E. WILLIAM
SAN JOSE
297-6725

KATHRYN CASSIN
CT 3-2049

Chisck No

flame
(Sy

Mrs. LaVerne Kith% der, Spartan
Cafeteria cashier. asked Superior
Court recently for $25,000 in damages for injuries she alleges she leceived in last March’s Penney Department Store boiler explosion.
Mrs. Kithviler. ii 417 Fenley
Ave., is asking damages from !soh
Petinmes and Thrifty Drug for
Al the moment there is no
limit
I acerations, contusions and abra- May enter Sall .10,41
51:110, bun
sions and her clothing, sallied at on the number of
,balents sho
$30. She also charges she was tin- next year there may I .1
fillitla.
able
Already Slat Francisco State
dlege is feeling the increase of
sil)am’o:gu’e8l:Iriktkibf:yaS:h.ilu)IgiixIS$it’:Ial;line.siliiiIIIIs411:1lolo: students.
libeing
Approximately 1000 stus51,: (s1ft fl e.
pe1:171:11.11.dii.stmi7,gib;steoerxupihoi., dents were turned away
this se.

ing op ;cry also posted in the individual departments,

Help Wanted 14)

Enclosed $

Tickets may be purchased
ill
front of the bookstore and
eafe.
teria for $12. Ticket mice
includ.,
transportation, meals and lodging,

Classes that ine still open after
the rush of registration will continue to be posted In the department offices. Directions for sign-

Li A nnnnn cements Ur
Antsiootiv 121

_

Saturday at Asilumar.

tOTTAGE tASUALS

SO. AMERICA

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION:

Steirlino Date

Cafeteria Cashier
Seeks $25,000
For Blast Injuries

Itesides the usual
discussions
recreation, and fireside
chats:
there will be a "current
motion
picture with social
significance."
Said Wicks.
Theme of this year’s
camp isis "Directions." Thf.
sions will be base,’ on
individual
goals and the goals of
SOCiely,
Wicks explainixl.
Spartacamp begins March
with ii speech by Professor 12
Philosophy Dr. Arturo B. Fallie.et
In Concert !fall. This is the
first
year Spartaeamp has began on a
Thursilay. The rest of the
;fetal.
ties will take place Friday And

bill

One time
SO( a lin*

lines
lines
lines
lines

Spartacamp tickets go Ull sale
Friday and will be sold on campus
through Feb. ’20.
The spring camp is held each
year at Asilomar, in Monterey,
and is open lo all students interested in student government. The
, program emphasizes leadership
techniques and qualities.
Several new features have been
aIi ed to this spring’s Spas-tat-amp
session, according to lien Wicks,
Sparlacamp publicity director.
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electrical engineers. ph sies. and
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the beach party, the swimming pool and camping trip. Of
course, there will be those hours of just plain loafing. Yes, the
spring semester will be filled with books and sun.

shape for the semester ahead. Spring semester is tradition ally a semester of outdoor fun. Spartans will find themselves
taking cat-nap escapes to the not-so-far-off wonderland of

SPRING DREAMS Sprung, the lazy time
of year, is in the
air. Although it won’t officially be here until March 20, senior
Dave Schiller, political science major from Millbrae, gets in
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NEW BUILDINGS GOING UP AROUND* *CAMPUS
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

by J,..hn Moore

DOWN SHE GOESWorkmen dump cement
in foundations of Classroom Building No. 1,
located just north of the parking garage. The
82,860-square-foot, $2.68 million structure is
slated for completion in August, 1965. The

building will be the new home of the
matics, Police, AFROTC and AROTC Departments, as well as various administrative and
faculty offices.

Council Seeks
Senior To Fill
Vacant Post
There is a position open on student council for serdor representative. Pat Butler, la.st semester’s
representative. graduated in January, leaving a vacancy. according
to Bob Pisan.. ASH vice-president
Applications v ill he available
and signups for interviews are
scheduled for Tuesday Feb. 18, beginning at 2:30 p.m.
Interviews will be given by a
special committee appointed by the
Council. The Council will pass their
recommendations to Pres. St es e
Larson an he will appoint a member to fill the vacancy.
Questions concerning the position will be answered by Bob Pisan() at his office in the college
union.
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PROPOSED CAFETERIAIndoor and outdoor eating
an upstairs snack bar, and downstairs kitchen facilities are some
of the features to be found in the proposed Residence Hall
Cafeteria. The structure will someday stand on San Carlos
Street, between Eighth and Ninth Streets.

Downtown Declines
’.JS graduate students have
a survey which shows
buying intentions for the
in greater San Jose to Is
,11,111i,l lower than they were in a
similar study conducted last June.
Working under the direction of
’ Dr. T. J. Sielaff, prof. of market r. students Lloyd C. Maynard,
\s’oliam M. Wright, Ronald V. Cr., Bober, J. Powers, and Donalit
Eacciano submitted their report,
c,insumer Buying Intentions in
!Fie Greater San Jose Area," to the
I’hamber of Commerce under
vb. iSie auspices the study was
The report guages consumer buyii.!. intentions by measuring the
resident’s ability and willingness to
boy and his purchasing plans as related to durable goods. By comparing the current study to a similar
one conducted six months ago, the
survey shows that it is the young
to middle aged families who are
4-a mr ng incomes above the
and who keep sale, in the San .1i,i,

USED BOOKS
LARGEST STOCK
IN TOWN
GET YOURS NOW AT

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

!

Area above the nation’s average.
In spite of the healthy economy,
the report shows that consumers
are staying away from the downtown area and spending their
money at shopping centers surrounding the city proper. There has
also been a rising preference for
discount houses and "specialty
outlets" since the earlier study.
Kant parking facilities and traffic
inconvenience are blamed for the
!"creeping paralysis" of the downtown area, now used mainly by the
very young and the very old.

Even though customers will travel a considerable distance to get a
, good buy on durable gooris, the
report shows many will shop in the
greater San Jose area because of
the competitive prices as compared
to others in the Bay Area. Afterising has some degree of influence.

I

,

Early November of 1963 showed
San Jose residents expressed a
general satisfaction with the Kennedy administration. The death of
President. Kennedy. according to
the report, may effect the results
id local consumer’s attitudes on the
coming Presidential election, assuming that the preference shown
for Kennedy is also a preference
for the Democratic party. High intome groups and the middleaged
groups showed a rising allegiance
to the Republican party.

- I
BIGGER PEARLS
OSAKA, Japan (UPI, - To grow
trigger pearls, the Japanese are
feeding antibiotics to oysters. A
Japanese affiliate of American Cyanamid Co. developed an oyster
feed called "Pearl -up" that is sup.
posed to raise the pearl yield by
130 per rent. It contains aureomycin
!chlortetracycline.

Construction
Goes On; New
BuildingsLoom

S.F. Area
Employment
Totals Soar

RN RILL LEONARD
What’s new around iild SJS?
Cis loin (.111111,1111-111
Buildings, that’s what!
INC*
record January high this
Construction goes on daily on
yet
Classroom Building No. 1 (that
1,208,000, in the San
Francise
new building project just north of
Oakland met ropoli lair area,
tit ir
the parking garagel in spite of fall
crease of 30,300 from
Jan. I*
semester finals, spring semester
according to an announcemei
registration, and a thousand and
made by Ernest B. Webb,
dine%
one other maladies afflicting colof the Department of
Industni
lege students.
Relations.
Completion date on Classroom
Record January totals
stei
Building No. 1 is August, 1965.
posted in const ruet ion,
trade,
The building, being built by Genmince-insurance-re:1i estate, !.
ser,
eral Contractor Guy F. Atkinson
ices and governme0t. according!,
of South San Francisco, will house
the Department ia Industrial
R.
the Mathematics, Police, AFROTC
lat ions.
and AFROTC Departments.
Total employment normally d.
A basement, as well as various
creases each year between Demp
NEW SCIENCE FACILITIESFuture SJS science majors will be
faculty and administrative offices,
her and January, as it did this
able to use the facilities provided in proposed Science Building
yea]
will be found in the 82,860-square but the loss of workers this
No. 2. Plans call for the seven -story building to be located west
yeai
foot structure.
was less than the seasonal nom
of the new multi-story parking garage. The building will face
APPROPRIATION
Post -holiday cutbacks of tempi.,
straddle Fifth Street.
and
Salvador
San
A $100,000 appropriation for
airy workers in retail trade
andt9
equipment for the new building is
post office account for approt.
in Gov. Edmund (I. Brown’s curmately 80 per eent of the (leerew
rent budget proposal. Some $2.68
from December.
million has already been approOverall unempolyment in tht
priated for the construction of the
bay area increased from 6.5.700
le
building.
December to 76.000 in January,
Science Building No. 2, slated
according to the director of the
for future construction, will ocDepartment of Employment,
cupy the area west of the parking
bert B. Tieburg. This increase was
Salvador
face
San
garage. It will
due mainly to seas teal layoffs in
and will straddle Fifth Street.
manufacturing, construction, and
Of more interest to resident stu’ado.
dents, however, is the Residence
Hall Cafeteria. Kitchen facilities
on the first floor and snack bar
equipment on the second floor,
complete with indoor and outdoor
dining areas are two of the features of the building.
It will be built on San Carlos
Street between Eighth and Ninth
Streets.
Newman Club it ii
PER BUILDING
house tonight al k .it th.
Newest building currently being
Center. 79 S.
St.
used on campus is the Physical
During the nano ing,
Education and Recreation Building
a student at Sao
I PER).
will speak on Caidinal
PER, which opened in Septemfounder of the Ness mar
ber, is situated between the Men’s
SEES FIRST REG DUTYStudents trooped through Physical
officers Bob
and Women’s gyms. The $2.1 milEducation and Recreation (PER) Building to register for classes
Nos i, s ice president ;
:.
lion structure houses the Women’s
Schuh, recording secretary.
last week. It was the first time the structure, which houses WomPhysical Education and Recreation
en’s Physical Education and Recreation Departments, had been
Kathy Gallagher, correspire
Departments in its 80.500 square
secretary will be intri.1
used for registration. Completed last September, the building
feet.
RefreShMent: and di
features an immense activities room which may be divided by an
An immense activity room (130
live band, the
electrically operated partition.
by 160 square feet) is the largest
the meet ing.
room in PER. Known as the all college gym, the room will seat 5(X)
with two sets of bleachers.
Merced High School
An electrically -operated folding
Wins Invitational
partition can be used to divide the
SAN FRANCIS( ’D CP11-Itlee
room in half. Wall ventilation.
ced Union High School last week
rat her than the conventional
A survey of business plans of aim, and personnel will be the end won the second annual 1.:ruieri
ceiling type, is used.
sity of San Francisco invitationi
Volleyball, tennis, basketball andl Santa Clara County business firms, major areas of expanding firms.
The graduate team, under the speech tournanient Nitre Deg
badminton facilities are all avail- conducted by a team of SJS gradable in the gym.
uate students, revealed a trend , direction of Dr. Theodore J. High School of Sherman Dakota)
UNIQUE FEATURES
if expansion in the county in the Sielaff, professor of business, con- second. The two-day competiaii
A paging system in the shower next live years.
ducted the survey under the aus- , featured 277 debates by 1.10 its
and locker mom, and a modern I The survey team. Dwight R. pices of the Greater San Jose dents from 30 hi2h sena
if Commerce.
dance studio are two of the many I Adams, chairman; John T. Foy.
throughout Calif.!!
other unique features of PEP..
Ralph E. Haun. and Robe)*
,
The second-newest campus Michael. sent questionnaires to
structure is the Education Build- the 215 firms in the county eming, dedicated last May. Some 103,-. ploying 50 or more people. Fifty082 square feet are contained in three per cent of these companies
the four-story, $2.2 million struc- replied.
EXPERT REPAIRING FOR ALL MAKES & MODELS
ture.
of
the
recent
per
Eifty-one
Another recent addition is the
TUNE-UPS
ENGINES
sponding flints indicate plans for
WS million Engineering Building.
five
next
within
the
expansion
BRAKES
TRANSMISSIONS
However, another structure,
occurring
CARBURETORS
opened in November of 1962, is Nears, Ihe largest degree
ELECTRICAL
Ty. Twennot directly concerned with hous- in the const ruct ion nal list
ty-eight ix.r cent of the firms
Bring Ad For 10% Discount On All
ing students.
It is the multi-story, $2.5 million untniiiting growth plan expansion
Parts & Service
parking garage. The structure in the next two years, and fourteen
holds some 2,000 automobiles in its per cent, within one year. Forty286-1100
eight per cent of the answering
627.000 square feet.
160
S.
Market
between
Santa Clara & San Fernando
ex
for
plans
no
have
companies
One other new building development looms in the future for SJS. pension.
Elect Tonics firms will continue
It is the track and physical education storage building, planned for to expand but at a rate below that
the northeast corner a 10th and of’ previous years. Growth in the
If you are trying to think of
Alma Streets on the south campus. defense industry will depend on
Cost for the proposed facility will government contracts. Trends of
a way to win hearts and
be $195,400.
decline and contraction in the food
ii ml beverage industry were niinfluence Valentines, how
xie:lied in the survey.
about
a
Thirty-four of the largest companies plan to spend at least $25.6
million for expansion. Plant, equipGIFT. CARD OR

SJS Newman Club
Holds Open House
Tonight at Center

County Firms Surveyed
By Graduate Students
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Magazine Prints
Grad Student’s
Satirical Poem
James C.

(’ii It,, graduate

st11,1(,III

In social science, had his satirical

Math Department
Hosts Contests

poem entitled "World History at a
Glance" published in the January
The Mathematics Dept. hosted
issue of Social Education magazine. 341 high school students from SanWhile a member of Dr. George ta Clara County last Saturday at
G. Brunt,’ Social Science Methods its second annual math conference.
Six competitions based on mathclass last semester, Glitz wrote the
poem which Dr. Bruntz submitted ematics were part of the day’s proto the magazine in hopes of publi- gram. Palo Alto high school won
cation.
I the event for the second time.
Giltz is doing his student. teach- Members of the Math Dept. f acing semester in preparation for the oity arranged and judged the
general secondary credential.
I Competitions,

rOITIGINALDEFECIIYAI

PRESENT
from CURTIS LINDSAY’S. You will find
just what you want from our wide selection
at favorable prices.
Come in and see.
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NEVADA’S FIRST LADIES

IS

Governor’s Gambling Wife
Nev. (UPI)
CARSON CITY,
state of Nevada has
gambling
The
precedent in a former first
3 solid
so
liked playing poker
who
lady
to
well she delayed official trips
pasteboards.
the
with
luck
:ry her

The Tower What Next?

’-.PARTAN DAILYSB
February 12, 1964

SJS Alumnus
Now Serving
Peace Corps

Bette Sawyer, the attractive,
blonde wife of Gov. Grant Sawyer
and the present first lady of Nevada, vouches for her poker-playing predecessor but will not publicly identify her because of fear

of embarrassing present-day relatives.
Mrs. Sawyer has delved into gossip columns and history books for
. information on the state’s first
ladies and her research will be
published during the 1964 Nevada
centennial celebration.
She calls that governor’s wife
"one of the best poker players in
the state" and says:
"When she and her husband set
off for a trip from Carson City to
Ely (by buckboard), it would take
Ile is director of Pacific Division
days longer than necessary beof Radio American Civil Emercause she insisted on stopping for
gency Services, whose members a card
game in every town, and
amount to 100,000.
she usually won."
"It is more of service," he said,
ORI(IINAL FIRST LADY
"being active in civilian defense
The state’s original first lady
and providing a communication was Sarah Jane Blasdel, whose
system, which includes earthquake husband, Henry Goode Blasdel,
reports, police and army informa- served as Nevada governor from
tion, and exchanging information 1864 to 1870.
with other parts of the world."
She became the acknowledged
All the hams are licensed by social leader of the state because
FCC.
of her official position and she
Dr. Thomas Gray, director of probably took great delight in prestudent health service, collects . siding over social functions, Mrs.
jade and polishes them in his spare Sawyer writes.
time.
"However, she and the governor
"The principal source of my . were strictly ’temperance’ in their
collection has been from coastline views and hard liquor never found
here, circumscribing area of Big its way into the official punch
Sur. There are jade identical to bowl."
the ancient China stone," he said.
One first lady had previously
He has now collected several toms been first lady of the territory of
of jade over 15 years. He has a Alaska. Lizzie Fall Kinkead’s huspen stand on his office table which band, John H., was the first U.S.
he made. He even built a big fire- official to hold public office in
place at his home with his jade. Alaska. He later served as Nevada
governor from 1879 to 1882.
he related.
The last first lady of Nevada to
COIN COLLECTOR
Charles V. Kappen, professor live in her own home was Nora
Knight Sparks, who remained on
of journalism and adviser for
Spartan Daily, is a numismatist the family ranch to help run the
operation while John Sparks atcoin collection). Recently he cotended to state business.
authored a book named "So-Called
MANSION
Dollars" with Harold E. Hibler,
The governor’s mansion was
New York manager of the Aetna
completed in 1908 and the first
Insurance Co.
families have occupied the twoAdmitting his collection as bestory building ever since.
ing one of the largest in Northern
One governor’s wife was not imCalifornia, Kappen said, "Aside
pressed with the glamour of her
from relaxation and pleasure coin role. In her opinion the only qualicollecting is one of the best in- fication for being first lady of
vestments besides land."
Nevada was to be able "to run a
Kappen collects not only coins, first class rooming and boarding
but currencies, tokens, medals, house."
scripts. primitive media of exMrs. Sawyer will not argue with
change like stone money.
this. "In our first five years we
have entertained more than 10,000
guests," she says.
Most memorable visit was that
4.3t the late President John F. Kennedy when he was a senator.
An hour before Kennedy was
due at a reception at the governor’s mansion, the doorbell rang.
Mrs. Sawyer, thinking it was extra
women workers for the reception,
answered the door in her bathrobe.
"I almost died," she says. "All I
could say was: ’You’re early!’"
Kennedy acknowledged that he
Was and then asked if he could
talk with the governor, who was
still taking a shower.
Mrs. Sawyer led the senator up
to the bathroom where he and the
governor conversed in what she
calls "informal surroundings."
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By SONAR IYAMA
Iiiithies are often associated
People who adsalt personalities.
no hobby may be
roit to having
"yen_
easily described as "boring,"
tuyeless," or "imageless."
an unMany times a person has
expected hobby: one that is conimage.
tile; to his workaday
proNow, how do you fit your
hobbies?
testors with their
presiDr. William J. Dusel, vice
for
dent. has hybridized gerberas
10 years. Gerberas, which are
pastel colored, pansy-like South
African flowers, take two years
from planting to blooming.
KENDO’
Benjamin II. Hazard, assistant
professor of history, is a "kendo"
,Japanese fencing) player.
Hazard became interested in
lOriental culture during his stay
n Japan between 1948 and 1952.
Taking lessons in "kendo" in relation to Japanese history, he
hoped that he might feel "bushido"
I,Samurai spirit).
The core of bushido is the cult
lof loyalty and sword. Sword
was considered to be the soul of
samurai and reflection of his
Kendo originally was the
1.i of a sword as a weapon, but
lecame a sport replacing the ac’;at steel with bamboo.
Hazard considers kendo a good
.;:line tor the body and mind:
. r.,irlds wind and muscle co.riation. he said.
Ito insists, however, that his inhas always been with Konistory and its language- -his
Harry M. Engwicht, pros. "f electrical engineering, is
. ;.run n ham" broadcasting.
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Alumnus Assigned
To Army Artillery

ENDS TODAY

Final Clearance
SALE

RS
All

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S
la

Al!
All
All
All
All
All
All

Short Sleeve Sport Shirts 2
Vests
Suits & Sport Coats
Less
Slacks
Less
Long Sleeve Sweaters
Short Sleeve Sweaters
Alpaca

for 3.88
1.00
than 1/2
than 1/2
5.88
4.88
1/2 OFF

1’. S. Ft )1;CES. GERMANY
rAITTN(’) Army 2d Lt. Rotxr)
M. Ake, a 1962 grad. whose wife,
Betty, lives at 1763 Oakdale Ave.,
San Franeiseo, has been assigned
to the 71st Artillery in Germany.
Lieutenant Ake, a platoon leader in Battery Fl of the 71st Artillery’s 3rd Missile Battalion, entered the Army in October, 1963.
The 23-year-old officer is a 1958
graduate of Clovis Union High
School.
His parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carroll M. Ake, live at 3135 Salbury
Dr. Santa Cruz.

Terry N. Se.eno, an alumnus of
.-;arr Jose State College, is now
terving a two-year assignment as a
Peace Corps Volunteer in Nyasaland.
He is one of 57 volunteers who
left the United States for Nyasaland Jan. 10.
These volunteers will join 41
other Peace Corps Volunteers now
teaching in secondary schools and
teacher training institutions in
Nyasaland. The first Peace Corps
..ontingent doubled the number of
,legree-holding teachers in the
Most national teachers in Nyasaland have only the equivalent of a
’,nth grade education according to
Peace Corps officials.
The new group of volunteers has
expanded the present Program to
.eklitional secondary schools and
,eacher training institutes, as well
as boarding schools, a junior col!ege, and government and business
:chools.
Volunteers are teaching history,
oronomics, political science, chem.. math, fine arts French and
This group of volunteers trained
for three weeks at Camp Radley,
the Peace Corps field training
camp at Puerto Rico, and for ten
weeks at Syracuse University.
They studied the history, culture
and government of Nyasaland and
,viewed American history and institutions. Classes were also held
in Chinyanja and Turnbuka, the
local dialects of the Bantu lan,!lage.
N. -it*. 7 rin) volunteers are at
;. ,)untries of Africa,
...,! I
America. Addit ional
"quest
r,ceived daily.

WHAT NEXT?The Tower and Morris Dailey
Auditorium have been saved, but what’s next
for the two aged structures? The ivy-covered
landmarks are to be refurbished, while the rest
of Tower Hall will be ripped down. The grounds
will then be landscaped. The state hopes to build

new classroom buildings on land not yet acquired, probably the area bounded by Ninth,
San Antonio, 10th and San Carlos Streets
and the southerly one-third of the block bounded by Ninth, San Antonio, 10th and San Fernando.

Whale Brains Studied
The
SEATTLE, Wash. (UPI)
University of Washington has a lot
of "brains" on campus but none
can match the two that are being
studied in the institution’s School
of Medicine.
These weigh about 15 pounds
apiece and come from whales
caught off the Oregon Coast by the
VENDING SUBSIDY
NEW YORK (UPI)When you
buy one of the less popular brands
of cigarettes in a vending machine,
the manufacturer may be subsidizing the vending machine operator.
The big companies all say they
have to pay subsidies to get large
machine route operators to stock
the weaker brands,

Now You Know

developed skill in Moslem countries
where religion forbids the porlists have found that whale brain, trayal of human and animal like\are useful in the study of human nesses in art, accord.r.. to the
diseases.
National (1,orrraphic
..,y.

crew of the trawler Tom and Al.
Dr. George C. Buchan, resident
in the Neuropathology Department, explained that whale brains
are similar in structure to the human brains.
These particular specimens are ’
from finback whales, which were
more than 60 feet in length.
The specimens are primarily valuable for extracts taken from the
fatty protein coating that surrounds the nerves in the central
nervous system. This is called the
myelin sheath. This material is the
major component of white matter
in the human brain.
The myelin sheath is destroyed in
human brains when a person falls
victim to such diseases as multiplesclerosis. Consequently, scien-

Art & Engineering
Supplies
Bargain Prices
AT
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

brisk, bracing
the original
spice-fresh lotn

livelier lather
for really smooth shaves!
1.00

1 25

lasting freshness
glides on fast,
never sticky! 1.00

Have You Tried

ANGELO’S
Char-Broiled

JUMBO-BURGER
I I heiAl pm-firm of fresh ground brief
in A goad, lent of tasty French
Breed, onions, end French Fries. Only
’Sc.

0414aia

c-PPE/i

All Sales Final
A

Dresses 8.75

Skirts 6.75

SMUT CIZTOS trEIN

121 SOUTH FOURTH (up the alley) SAN JOSE

FREE
PARKING

ANGELO’S

Ws STEAK HOUSE
sld 72 E. SANTA CLARA

cYP, ire...with that crisp, clean masculine aroma!

!Er

Wedne,dly February
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Boston Bookstore Two Million a Year
Being Restored

lq(*,4

World’s Largest Organ Is
Restored After 10 Years
l’A UPI
The world’s
:ti. -:Ater organ is back in
business again, delighting a gen,eration of moyiegoers who didn’t
know it even existed and reviving
io older folks memories of the
movie palaces of the 1920s.
The huge organ at the Fox
Theater here, silent for 10 years
because it had fallen into disrepair, was restored over a 10 -month
period by a group of theater organ
buffs who call themselves the
’ Smitheastern Chapter of the
American Theater Organ Enthusiasts. ATOE
The organ now sounds out regularly on weekends between film
showings with Atlanta radio announcer Bob Van Camp, one of
the prime agents in the restoranon, at the keyboard

-We can make practically any
sound imaginable on it," Vaii
Camp said.
The four-keyboard organ, constructed in 1929, has nearly 4,000
’pipes, some of wood, some of
metal. The eonsole has 376 stop
, tabs, switches that turn sets of
’ pipes into use. The instrument is
based on an elevator which descends IS feet in the orchestra pit.
"It literally comes rising up out
of nowhere to stage level," Van
(’amp said.
The organ also has all sorts of
gongs, bells, xylophones, drums,
sirens, cymbal s, auto horns,
chimes and other special effects-including a huge box of nuts and
bolts.
Van Camp, who played the
’organ in a campus theater while

BOSTON ( UPI I -- The original
Old Corner 1.1 sok Store, where
Longfellow, Whi t t a., Ilawthorrie
and Emerson once browsed. is bea,dent at Duke University, en- ing restored.
joy’s his weekend stints on the
Built in 1712 and believed the
first brick structure built in Bosgiant organ.
"It’s a huge thing and it’ll scare ton, it is situated at Washington
you to death, but I thoroughly en- and School Streets, an intersection
, known as Parnasus Corner" bejoy it," he said.
cause of the literary giants who
i He said ATOE. "a group of
people fascinated with the sound frequented it during the 19th cenoi theater organs and devoted to tury.
The historic 3 tustory building,
keeping the sound alive," underhoused a pizza
took the Fox restoration as a which recently
parlor, will be restored to its origchapter project.
inal appearance. The Boston Globe
will occupy the first floor as its
ACALANES TRIO
Idowntown office.
Three members of Spartan basSUPERSONIC FUEL
ketball teams did their prepping
NEW YORK (UPI)The comat Lafayette’s Acalanes High, ing conversion of overseas and
playing under frosh Coach Danny itranscontinental airlines to superGlines. They are: Bill Yonge, an I sonic craft will greatly increase
ex-Spartan, Mel Simpson, and fuel consumption, American Petroleum Institute says.
freshman Bill Higgins.

Cars Pour Into College

Nearly twodnillion automobiles
are working their way through
college this year.
A recent survey of the college
parking problem by a national tire
company in Akron, Ohio, indicates
that 44 per cent of the nation’s 4.5

minim undergraduates are reporting to classes on vs heels this year.
Questionnaires sent by the firm to
colleges, both large and small, in
all sections of the nation, revealed
that the increase since pre World
War II ism the number of tau -

don,

autos parked
on
ranges from 300 to 1000 emnpus
The daytime parking per cent.
not to be confused withproblem
night counterpart Doses its mid,
a pron.
Min for campus police
Chiefs kc
Well as deans.
Parking facilities are
virtually
non-existent at many
colleges, in
:metropolitan areas, the
found. For example. the study
100
daytime students and 14.000
night
at the College of theca,
of New York either ride
the
; way or race parking
meters.
handful of daring faculty ntemb,,A
’commute
through
Nlanhattail
I streets on mot..r hikes.
In contrast, the University
Iyitnnesr,til will park atitomobil of
1,900,(XX) times in the course
of tits
school year. Minnesota has a "self.
supporting" parking set-up
where
I everyone on campus pays to
pea
Most colleges have an annual
fa+
ranging up to $10. SJS charges
SI3
a semester for full-time students
’land $6 for part-time.
Rutgers, which claims the larg.
est parking facility in New
Bruns
irk. N.J. I 3.(*)(o operates
buses to shuttle students from
, parking areas to four school
area
Some of the Ivy League schools,
notably Yale and Princiton, &not
alliiw on -campus parking. roirt.
hia does. but has no parking faelii.
ties. Both factilly and students
park on Manhattan streets on a
-eatCh as catch cm," has:.

Superstitious Sleepers
Try Thwarting lnsomni a .schoolers
Falling
(UPI1 CHICAGO
asleep for some people is an exercise in superstitution and ritual,
says Walter Hellyer, chairman of
the Chicago Bedding Manufacturers.
A poll by his organization
showed that people still hang onto

* IT’S THE SPIRITEDS OF ’64 4- THE YOUNG CHANEL LOOK! *
Strike up the
band
for these striking young suits!
Skirts are in
motion...
front -pleated and easy-going.
Jackets are nonchalant...
sporting gold buttons and braid trim
and little pockets.

old methods such as counting
sheep and also have devised hundreds of original rituals they declare will lull them to sleep.
They include thinking of black
velvet, a nightly honey anti milk
drink and the insomnia cure for
one ex-serviceman, who would
don the old patched and tattered
T-shirt he wore during the Korean
War.
Scores of men still wind the
clock, put out the cat and check
the windows anti doors, a practice
Hellyer calls "both cautious and
superstitious" in getting ready for
bed.
Women unwind for a night’s
sleep by beauty rituals, putting
out clothes and accessories for the
next day.
If these methods work it’s fine.
Hellyer said, and preferable to
the trend to gulp sleeping pills.
But some sleep superstitions have
, no merit, he said.

crisp
And the call to colors is
and contrasting,
in R/A’s spirited 3 pc. ensembles...
looped wool
jackets,
linen shells.
wool skirts, rayon
Jacket /C
Porn Gold
(Left) porn

THE INNER MAN

and navy checked skirt...

College is fun and frolic and fulfillment exout 1 une
thelaneholy omission: we don’t get to eilj.
home
cooking. (In my own undergraduate days, ciin..;;oil. I
did wit undergo this deprivation; my mother,
country runner, was tiisar home lung enough to
until her legs gave (lit last :labor Day.)
But mica of us arrive at college with fond gastric
riiiiirishing delicacies, and we are inclined
to heave great racking sighs as we contemplate II,,’
tables in the canipie: cafeteria. Take, for an extreme evenitile,
Lille (IOW Of
a 111..1011:111 at tine of our great Eastern tinker-dies
tregon 7"t:itlJ 4.3111,.
:1.41,t,)1114,1 t.i
IIII:ifitity 1.1641yell hy very few. Until entering
:111.1
a kind
college, Finster had lised sill hi- Inc in Europe., where his fatli.1
was an eminent
10.111 j,I,tiee.
1114,111Pr, a
natural lean cook, aas mistress of the Multi, cuisine Of a 110V/I
(.111111trie,, toil Fin -ter greo up living and eating is the Gin.
’,mental manner.
Ile arose eaeli morning :it ten and breakfasted lightl WI figs,

sleeveless white shell.
s i(eRe
(Right)
et :BsBannerr hee Jacket
and navy skirt...
Shell.
Juniors 5.13.

/

35.95

11,7y leer

It& CV; COtititrY r4fr

hot chocolate, and liriiiche. (It is interesting to note, incidentally, that brioche was named after its insumtor, perhaps the
greatest of all Freneli bakers, Jeati-t Tonle Brioche (1634-1921).
French
M. Brioche, as WI’ all I ii, cv, lk,. invented
tither
toast,rsiai’r.
ariret.
and - in a ellli IN I,i_(.lia;r1
,1e
1e.
lilt’,fi ,r..,,1(iiste:lIiTee:t
iron-tort:el name- in the
Otto Purtipernnkel I:Olt-Ix Is who in.ented pumpernickel
II tfl lx,,t..ritv as The Iron Chancellor;
(1066-1a12) sod
the two
’.%sulti-r By.’ I tv; i-I ’’i;2 whit. eu,llsihc,r,itc’il ’’it tic,’
raisin rye; and,
who invented I
But I digress. I ma
I(i nlit;.t11:5-Itniina8.7m51.
At eleven :1111. III- M.1111 brOiiglitciii lii,,eleVeliSi",. At twelve
she brought hint Iii- twelveses. At 1:30 she served his lunch:
first a clear hroth; then a MI, (seirse (porgy mid bassi; then an
omelet
t
isior-e either 3 saddle of Iamb, an eye
an1, i;:ir a glas.: thicken dit ; then a salad of escarole; sod
tst;,:iiiti.3
h
At three Inc. MIMI served
low tea, at five p.m. high
tea, and at ten pan. dinner- first a bowl is) petite marmite (she
trapped the marmites herself); then is fish course (wounficd
trout then :III iiinelettittif turtle eggs; then the main course a basin of farina; then a saltal of
a caramel mousse.
( )rlf
TPlaI or. Cigarettes sit all, hut BM maker- id Mar11.111 113y ii tit
%%lit/. this COhittill aid they are
tii get surly it I fail to
mentioning
tuelitrui their product. Mind s,ii, I dm, I
j,:posr:
ti

\

and the ’,Mo.,
Marlboros are available where.ver
fiaftlyHustka Ms of the union. Next time
;F:ri t ,h,itri i:treiriet: tillireets.osIdAm
in
tm

I
*.

’VP%111,1
ilits
lm Mu

ROOS ATKINS

in San Jose: First at Santa Clara Stevens Creek Plaza

We. the maker,’ of Varthurn, can’t say retie he E rope
ewit"Gen:
load beat. ours, but Mix we beliere:
u: anion/
lead the whole Ithrld. lad this oce Ili ri her
A merica’m cigarettes, 31arlboros at the finest.

$500 Check in Honor

.51., 5e

Wednentiny, February 12 ’1(.411

Goldwater
Backers Map
Campaign

5\ 15.511 5

tIt itLiNGANIE (CPI - - At torhey Bernard Brennan, Glendale,
has been named California cam.paign director of the Goldwater for
President Committee.
Brennan’s appointment was announced by former U.S. Senator
William F. Knowland at a meeting
of the county chairmen of Gold %% Ater for president committees.

Thomas Gill, right, official
CASH GRANT
representative of the Northern California chapter of the American Institute of Real Estate
Appraisers, presents a $500 check to the S .1S
Real Estate and Insurance Club. The cash grant
was made recently in honor of the former head
of the SJS Real Estate and Insurance Depart-

ment, Dr. Charles L. Suffield, who died last
year. Receiving the check for the club, left to
right, are James Bullitt, student president of the
club; Mrs. Suffield, widow of Dr. Suffield; and
Dr. George Stauss, associate professor of business and faculty adviser to the group.

Red Fire Engine
Eastern Prof Rewarded
May Be No More
For Aid to Mentally Retarded ’Golden
Yellow?’
y, dt K

One of Powers started his personal fight
, physi- against the pernicious and tragic
the most
rains in
t chine; a lire. affliction of mental retardation. Ile
was anxious to has e the public con long dream come true and, as the scions that mental retardation is a
one
reality,
out
a
separate and distinct problem from
dream become;
of every 111 persons in the United mental illness. He knew that the
I vast majority of the mentally reStates is helped.
He is Dr Grover Francis Pow- tarded were not emotionally dis,
ers, 76. yy ho for 25 y:ears headed limbed but simply had not dey el Yale l’inyta soy ’-; Department of oped tiepin(’ a minimal level of
Pediatiris .itat noyy is professor physical or mental competence. Ile
emeritus of the Yale Seh,il of also belie\ ed that, yy ith proper care
Mai *411P LIM, they (amid la’ 111.11ii
Medicine.
i.i’ttI,selt-respect ing human
poysers was him. irCri ree, it a
itt
far his tiontributions in the fit!,1 if hints With about 10 per cent of
mentai zeta rdid ion when President thi coma ’s indult,’ I ion affected,
Johnson I’S’ it’d the Internation- Dr l’ovit els %sits determined 111;11
al Award- ot the Joseph P. Ken- more should be clone to help these
nedy, Jr . Foundation in New York. I people.
He was the first to teach medical
The Iiiiindation, establishd in
946 and named for the late Presi-Istudents about mental retardation
ern John F. Kennedy’s brother, as a major scientific study. Then he
’s the first in this country to devote presented a comprehensive paper
its efforts exclusively to the fight to the American Pediatric Society
to help doctors working in the
rH11,, mental retardation.
than four decades
IV. field.

Juniors. Seniors . .

Career Opportunitie,
In All Phases
Of Marketing
Advertising
Sales Management

Merchandising

Sales Promotion

Market Research

join Vick Chemical C:ompany’s Program for Career
I h’selipmetil this summer. Schedule a campus interview ts I It the company representatives tiny.%

Arpolier
tr:olition truiv
t 11w’ rH, to tho ,-,ntoqu
poi ,iry scene. The red fire engine.
Sing a familiar object of excitement and delight for young and old
alike, may soon become just a
memory,
Red, commonly thought to be the
most easily visible of all colors to
the human eye, has Isten discredited in recent years.
Tests
originally conducted in
the interest of public safety by the
Association
in coiner:01,41 with the National
Rifle Association, the United Stan,:
Army and the
pArtmero id Fish mu i Game lame
proved that golden yelloyy is the
"tat,t seen- color.
surprisingly, red was ShUWn lo
be one of the poorest colors from
the standpoint of visibility.
Dr. Arthur C. Ileinsen, Jr., San
Jose opti inlet rust
was in charge
of the tests. stated the primary
,,f the project \la,: to
the mos! isrlile color as
olio’ in It It itt

Bay Area Moslems
Schedule Islamic
Holy Day Prayers
EiddilSi, re will be celebrated on
iirday, Feb. 13 ail the YMCA.
1t1tti Avenue, San Francisct..
to celebrate this day after
,,.,! ot the month if fasting !rj’
Moslems will be at 10 30 a to. Thi,
will be followed by a shitil
hour.
The public is invited to attend
the dinner at 630 p.m., followed
by entertainment, according to
Kazi Ahmad, student at San Jost
(’ity college.
Anyone needing t ransport at
ut San Francisco should contact
Soul Razi at 225-1175. Tickets will
he available at the door

Buy Yourself
A Gift
For Valentines
Day

Summer employment. Get a head start

on your career before

-alt",

and marketing experience.

exPenses seven days

a

and

pay all

week.

oniact your Placement Director for full details.
Interviews on February 13, 1%1.

Vick Chemical Company
Manufacturers

of Vicks’ VaporRub,Cough

Syrup, Cough Drops.

Nasal Preparations, Cold Tablets, Lavoris and Clearasil".

Extension Service Offers
Seven Courses at Cabrillo

Lewis T. Tolisterson, retired SJS
custodian and San JUSe resident 26
years, died in a local hospital Jan
\’,,,J
St’Vell
214 at the age of 79.
"" SeS
rered at Cahrillii
Born in Iowa its 1884, Tolhertstm
spent most of his life farming in during the ,p1111.Wi .
1 I
Iowa and Minnesota before he EXtenSi011
moved to California with his wife Frank G. Willey, courdinatiii, has
in 1937 to he near his trkitighter anniitineed.
classes will meet weekly from
Irene Rientz of 380 Bundy Ave.
Once a stadium groundsman, 7 to lii p.m. and a fee 4 sin 1,4,
l’othertson retired in 1938 after 10 i und will be charged.
A brief description of each i’Illswith SJS Department of
Buildings and Grounds, according follow::
Education and Gillian,- for 1.1\to Byron Bollinger, supervisor of ,
I ceptionai Children. Taesdays. beconstruction and repair.
Since last August, Tolbertson ginning Feb. 11, Room 3irt thrto
and his wife lived with their units. Carlo; Lopez, tie:tractor.
Problems in Classroom Music,
daughter. The Tolbertsons cele- ,
brated their 57th wedding anniver- ’ TIIPS(1:*. began yesterday. Feb. 11
sary on Jan. 21, a week before he Room 2112 two units Dr. C’hesier
died, lie was a member of the Trin- Mason. instructor.
ity Lutheran Church of San Jose. , Teaching Local Ilistory in the
.

Npars

From left are Gov. Nelson
Rockefeller, N.Y.; Sen. Barry Goldwater, Ariz.;
Eisenhower; and former Vice President Richard
Nixon. In lower right is Gov. George Romney
of Michigan. Not pictured is Sen. Margaret
Chase Smith of Massachusetts.
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NEW Supplies of
NEW & USED BOOKS
in Today
Get in Early. . .

ON CAMPUS
ART
HOME ECONOMICS
CERAMICS
ENGINEERING

graduation. Gain valuald,

lioth programs provide car, good salary

Retired Custodian,
Tolberlson, Dies

GOP CANDIDATESHere are the faces of the
GOP hopefuls campaigning for the 1964 presidiential race. The exception is former President
Dwight Eisenhower, third from left, says he
would be glad to run as vice presidential nominee on a ticket with any of the avowed presi-

SUPPLY CENTER FOR

Seniors ... Permanent employment. Gain extensive
experience in all 5 phases of marketing.
Juniors . .

Knowland is na:rman of the
California committee seeking the
Republican nomination for Arizona
Sen. Barry Goldwater.
Knowland also announced that
,I he Los Angeles firm of Maus &
Ross has won the public relations
tontract with partner Herbert M.
Nails assuming the title of campaign piddle relations director.
Knowland, assistant publisher of
the Oakland Tribune and one of
Goldwater’s early backers in California, said he expeets the Arizona
senator to come to California "as
often as he can."
Goldwater will be in San Francisco Wednesday to address the
’ommonwealth Club at a luncheon.

blouse
or anything in
distinctive fashions from

OPEN
TONIGHT
TILL 9 P.M.
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Student Works as Salaried Engineer
The SJS School of Engineering
received recognition last summer
Iv.- having an outstanding stud.mt
work as a salaried engineer with
municip illy -owned
largen
the
water and power utility in the
Uni’ed States.
It mald V Stassi. s-n:cr electricmajo-, wa among
71 outstanding students from college:: and univer5:1:es throughout
the nation who wee selected f..r
summer wi,rk by the I.os Angeles
Diipartment of Water and Power.
Under the student engineer proom of the MVP, studet.ts worised
side by side with the rceular engineering staff and were paid for
their efforts.
As an employee in the station
chsign section of the power system.
Stassi was able to apply his engineering training tin practical
tasks involved in seeing that the 2.5
million people of the city of Los
Angeles received electricity when
and where needed.
In addition to his work, Stassi,
was given the chance to visit and
study some of the DWP’s huge
power facilities and new projects.
Stassi and his fellow student engineers were hollered at a recognition dinner at the conclusion of the
itimmer program.
Stassi is a member of the New
Club and is active in intramural sports

Russian Ducks
Bagged By
S.F. Hunters
SAN FRANCISCO ’UPI’ Russian ducks seem to like California.
This was the conelusion drawn
by. two San Francisco hunters
when they were notified recently
that two docks they bagged during the 1962-63 hunting season
carried Russian identification
bracelets.
William Thornton and F. L.
Brown shot their birds almost two
months apart. hut both ducks had
been tagged by Russian scientists
the same day - - July IS 1962
Wrangell Island. 300 miles north
of the Arctic Circle. in the (’huckchee Sea.

Top Tourist Attraction
Site of World’s Fair

NEW YORK I UP I) New York
City is probably the world’s top
,
est 1a4ttrmacitllioionn. It mdieurwicsanan
anti
cringe
foreign visitors each year.
Adding to its lure (luring the
next two years will be the New
York World’s Fair. There are predictions that as many as 70 million visitors will come to New
York during 1969 and 1965.
There will be much to amuse,
interest and excite both young and
old at the fair. And visitors can
kill two birds with one stone by
arranging schedules to take advantage of the countless attractions offeerd by the Big City itself.
Most of the major points of interest are on the island of Manhattan, smallest of the five boroughs which comprise the city of
New York. There are scores of
world -famed museums, art galleries, t heater s, libraries and
churches. There also are historical
si tes and memorials, including
Federal Hall on Wall Street. where
George Washington took the oath
of office as president in 1789, and
the tomb of President U.S. Grant
on Riverside Drive.
Worthy of a visit -particularly
on a clear day--is the world’s tallest skyscraper, the 102-story.
1,972-foot high Em pi re State
Building. Its tower observation
floors are open daily. ’Admission
$1.50 for adults, 75 cents for chilLos Angeles Department of Water and Power
STUDENT ENGINEERSJS electrical engineerdren 5 to 11, no charge for others(.
irig student Ronald V. Stassi, a senior, operates
where he worked as a student engineer last
Another top tourist attraction is
the controls of the 1620 IBM computer of the
summer.
Rockefeller Center, the largest
privately -owned business and entertainment center in the Americas. Within the complex of skyscrapers are the 70-story, 850-foot high RCA Building and the famed
EL MONTE. Calif. (UPI) -- pact, electrochemical system,.
quirement in a computer capable Radio City Music Hall which can
Spare scientists are developing a
They said it could lead to a logic of imitating a human brain.
seat 6,200 people at a single
"baby electrochemical brain" computer that would be capable
Working under contract to the performance.
which they hope to train to func- of guiding and controlling missiles, Air Force’s Bionics and Computer
The RCA Building houses the
tion like that of a human.
navigating spare-Hutt and operat- Branch at Wright -Patterson Air
Force Base, near Dayton, Ohio,
The brain would be "spanked" - ing assembly lines.
like a child---to teach it good
The work is actually the brain- Stewart hopes to:
habits.
- Construct a brain model comchild of physicist Robert M. StewScient ist s at Space-General art, manager of Space-General’s posed of many of the artificial
Corp.
a subsidiary of Aerojet- research division.
neurons.
describe the baby meGeneral
- Program the "infant brain
Ite and his co-workers have succhanical brain as a significant ceeded in constructing an artificial model" to respond to external
FORT MADISON, Ia. ’UPI’
lireakthroul;h in research on corn - el,..troehemical neuron, a basic re- stimuli as human brains do.
Poor penmanship will take the zip
out of zip codes, a well-known
handwriting expert warns. Illegibly in
numbers on letters
and packages slow down handling
by postal workers and can nullify.
the advantages of zip code addressing, says Wesley F. Scott.
:Meatier Pen Co. consultant.
Here’s his advice to pen users:
Address legibly and print if necessary: use extra care in writing
numbers and state abbreviations.
double-check all doubtful whims, es: put your return address on
every piece of mail: use a permanent writing fluid that won’t run
or fade when exposed to winter
weal her.

’Baby Electrochemical Brain’

Address Letters
Legibly, Writing
Expert Advises

studios of NBC-TV and Radio.85 cesiecirvtnuiceitssse(Iss, u2aa5ntrTeiclefitinNtv,itxas;Infar:biail.tee:.suhP:(.u,:firniialrirsieettut ivirs/a5nfltasE.
There are hourly guided tours portation is surprisingly inexpen.,
iceandtusltis. $1.50, children 6-12,

i

There are guided tours also
through the modernistic, glass sided, 599-foot -high United Nations
headquarters overlooking the East
River (adults $1.00, school children 50 cents).
Then there are Broadway, Times
Square, Fifth Avenue, the Bowery, Greenwich Village and Chinatown. There are thousands of theaters, restaurants, night clubs and
other places of entertainment, offering diversions from ballet to
belly dancers and every type of
cuisine imaginable.
For those who prefer to do their
sightseeing sitting down, a variety
of bus tours anti round -the-island

!1A1 & USED BOOKS
ARE ARRIVING DAILY
3111-1.

So if you haven’t been able to get ahold of that Textbook or

S.F. Rickshas
Go Modern
Get Motors

New Quarterly
Set for Publication
MENLO PARK. Calif.
Lane Book Company of Menlo
Park, Calif., plans publication of
a new quarterly journal of western
history to be called "The Ameri’an West."
The magazine will be aimed at
the layman as well as the historian and will deal with legends,
stories, facts and traditions in the
development of the American
Wes t

Spring Semester
at the

MONTEREY INSTUTITE OF
FOREIGN STUDIES
Begins February 8. 1964
LANGUAGES AND
POLITICAL ARTS
CIVILIZATIONS
Western Europe
China
Eastern Europa
France
The Far East
Germany
The Near East
Italy
Southeast Asia
Latin America
Japan
Russia
Spain
BACHELOR OF ARTS (80 Upper Division Units)
MASTER OF ARTS (40 Graduate Units)
The Monterey Institute or Foreign Studies is a small school offering intensive, concentrated, and broad instruction.
Enjoy a better understanding of foreign nations and their cultures through a "foreign approach to foreign studies."
Spring Semester February 8, 1964
Summer Semester June 12

For Information Write
THE MONTEREY INSTITUTE OF FOREIGN STUDIES,
Box 1 522 Monterey, California
.................................

N--ARROW-- holds that tiger

fh

ARROW tamed the collar and let
the stripes run wild in this handsome Gordon Dover Club buttondown. The buttons are whipped
precisely into place to make
the collar roll over gently
without looking flat
and playing dead.
The styling is ivy...
clean, lean, fully
tapered body with
back pleat, button
and hang loop.
Stripes and Stripes
to choose from
and solids, too.

afternoon.)
Mel\
I4n
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work book, come in and give us a try this morning (or this

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

vorably with those in other
major

tt’hfeaS-meeilhet, 15.hict.,enitths tfhoer each arId.
[Iona’ 1 ,5th mile’.
The biggest bargain, however,
is
(curt From
lower Manhattan to Staten Island.
The run across the bay averages
about 30 minutes and offers riders
a striking view of New York’s
famed skyline, as well itS a look
at the equally -famous Statue of
Liberty.
Despite
or perhaps because of
its easy accessibility, it is surprising how few New Yorkers have
got around to visitirr" the copper_
sheathed stator which hits stood
on Liberty ’formerly Bedloesi
Island since 1886, a symbol of freedom to peoples from all Mel’ the
world.
STATUE OF 1.18EIITY
Now a national monument. thy
Statue of Liberty Enlielitiointi the
World, to give it itc official title,
was a gift of friendslit, nom the
people of France.
The work of Alsatian sculptor
Frederic Auguste Ha r t nil the
SAN FRANCISCO ’LTD --San
robed figure, holding aloft in her
Francisco’s Chinatown is finally
right hand the torch of freedom
with motors.
getting rickshas
and clasping a tablet depicting the
Instead of the man-powered
Declaration (if Independenee in her
carts used in the Orient for short left, towers high above the busy
haul passenger transportation, visharbor waters.
itors to Chinatown will ride in
The statue itself is 151 feet
carts attached to motorcycles.
from base to torch. It stands nit a
The City Police Commission has 150-foot high pedestal
erected by
granted permission for two com1, ublie contributions trent the
panies to conduct sightseeing tours American people.
with the little two-passenger yeThe statue is open daily. Ferryhides. The Yellow and Luxor Cab lboats leave regularly Dom
downcompanies and Gray Line Tours: town Battery Park rel. the
IShad vigorously opposed any’ such minute trip to Liberty Island,
competition.
Round trip fare is adults se cent’
But the motorized carts will .1(1 cents for children undor 12 and
soon be put in operation by the free for children under 3..
Greater Hong Kong & San FranThere is no admission charge to
cisco Company and by Chinatown the statue. There is a ’-malt fee
Rickshaw Tours,
for an elevator to ’II,
thr
p!h,
Greater Hong Kong & San Fran- pedestal. For the
a. 773
cisco will charge $2.20 per tour for and wind, there is a ,
two passengers. Chinatown Rick- steps I from ground !..., tin the
shaw said it will charge $1.50 per head. The torch is c Insed to
person for a 15 -minute tour.
visitors.
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The cid, ol
long regarded
WASHINGTON I UPI
If step this
stepchild of the fedet,1
political
at a
towlini becoming one of the lamily.
Sew
18(X),
since
residents
of the District of CoFor the first time
-administered enclio.e which comprises Washlumbia, the federally
ington will Ite allowed to vote in a presidential election.
How it votes is not likely to have much effect on the November
election. It will have only three electoral votes out of a total of 540.
fat many citizens of the nation’s capital regard this as a victory.
Their fight to get the vote has strung out over many years. It
Daily ended in 1961 when ratification of an enfranchising constituBut the November election will be
tional amendment WaS completed.
District citizens have to exercise their new right.
the first chance
VOTE CHAMPIONS
Among those who have championed voting rights for the city
are civil rights groups. Negroes make up about 57 per cent of the
to 792,000, making Washington the only
captars population of close
city of its size in the country to have a Negro majority.
To the civil rights forces and other District residents, winning
was a milestone in a campaign to win many of the
the right to ote
states take for granted.
rights citizens of the 50
The ultimate goal of this campaign is self-government. The District of columbia is now governed by Congress. It has no congressional
representatives of its own and is administered by three commissioners
appointed by the President.

WASIIINGTON Uplt
The
votes of citizens of European, Latin
American and Asiatic origins could
become decisive in results of the
presidential elivtion next November and possibly in some primaries
this spring.
Politicians in both the Democratic and Republican camps are
alert to the importance of the socalled national minority groups,
but they cannot gauge voters’ preferences until the Republican presidential nominee is chosen at San
Francisco in July. It is presumed
that President Johnson will be
nominated by the Democrats at
Atlantic City, N.J., in August.
Political experts say some of the
minority groups are adrift since
the death of President John F.
Kennedy. He was extremely popular with the Irish-American and
THROI1GH THE YEARS
Italian-Amen-icon voters who have
voting
for
rights
and
fight
the
for
self -gov- I great influence on many of the big
Through the years,
The
coming
election, in this per- city election results.
erment were closely intertwined.
pedive, k ti some persons a victory over a bloc of southern conVOTING INTENTIONS
gressmen who so far have stifled in committee the District’s attempts
The 1964 voting intentions of the
for home rule
Polish -Americans, Hungaria npeople a campaign for voter registration, the early turnout fell
Americans and northwestern Scanbelow exissflations. On Jan. 2, the first day, only 1,552 out of some dinavian -Americans cannot be esti509,0(g) ottit.ni tat oters signed tip to vote in the May primaries and
mated ai this early stage.
the fall presidential election.
The Mexican -Americans in Texas
The sinall turnout somewhat tempered the victory for the civil
rights groups. ’rhey had charged that registration procedures were presumably will feel kindly toward
inadequate and had predicted the available registration facilities President Johnson, but if Sen.
Barry Goldwater of Arizona is
would be swamped.
Ilnominated by the Republicans
NO EARLY 111511
’ there will be a great fight for the
Juh,l, Hobson, local leader of the congreti,4 1,1 Racial Equality
Mexican-American vote in Cali.110 I/I 1111.. most militant ciloups in the Iiisting, admitted
fornia and Arizona.
.,ry
%%
the faellities ’,sill. handling the load easily BM, III. ’,Mi.
There 114/W are nearly a halfl’eSIHaaillig.
beCalltil. tilf.y %%OW 110
tinhaPP,\ \’ lit the community
million
JaparH,se-Americans in
EleclItia officials were not as concerned. They tended 111
I Iowa ii and California who would
the lack at iin initial rush to human nature,
Daniel Knoll, election board secretary, said he expected about have a considerable influence on
250,000 persons to be registered by November. ’1’1w number is not the election result.
Persons of French-Canadian oriexpected to be higher because some District cit,/ens vote in their
gin are numerous in New England
home states.
and could decide close elections ill
several states there.
s-oQI/1111.,,

SIN JOSE PUNT
San Jose’s Professional Supply Store

PARK FREE
TO BUY
COLLEGE REQUIRED

ART
SUPPLIES
22

trI.T-711
, v., 1944

’Minorities
Washington, D.C. Could Swing
To Receive Vote ’64 Election
FIRST SINCE 1880

Jurors Get
Sample;
Eat Sausage

PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEER Flemming Heegaard, 27, a 1961 SJS graduate, conducts an
English class at a boys’ school several miles outside Katmandu, Nepal. Heegaard and his wife,
the former Beverly Fogg, teach at the same

school. Their extra -curricular activities include
tending the school garden and poultry flock.
The Heegaards are two of nearly 7,000 Peace
Corps volunteers presently serving in 46 develop
ing world nations.

Cave Is Now Museum
SPERLONGA, Ilirly I I .1
A
seaside (’it’. I’ where the 1..inpero,
C:11,11,441
TiberiaS
viith
friends has yielded a fawinallia
new museum to this Pour Iishittv
village on the coast bet weeti Rome
and Naples.
The museum, just completed after
six years of work, consists entirely

(’It,.

own \Ailt,
lll ,he4,f th.
..’,,,’"’’"t
I..,
thettioioI I Ill
Itilit
;11111110K
111
Ill museum.
.-Capti (11,11it it! it littltislido II
ha.
Tiw first discoei
I ;F.011,.
lone., viere made in l’
Among the treasures of the mu- Lazio s(Iperintendent tit t1,.,
scum is a sttituary group that Pt" if.
i iliia Jacopi, or,
bears the signatures of the three Bell:into.

doing h.
it const ruct lot

WHITE STOCK
According to the 1960 national
census, there were :13,078,000 persons of foreign white stock in this
country. Of these 9,294,000 were
born in other countries and 23,781,000 were horn in the United States
from One or both foreign parents.
In 1960 both the Democratic and
Republican parties made systematic appeals to this sector of the
!population on the presumption that about
difficult to document
20 million of them were eligible
voters.
The relatively large national
grottps are Italian, German, Canadian, British, Polish, Russian, Irish
and Mexican.
The presidential election is not
determined by the total popular
vote of all states but by the sum
of the presidential electors chosen
in each state. Consequently the
swing of a few votes in one state
often decides how the state’s total
electoral vote will be cast. That is
why the presidential nominees and
the platforms of both parties find
it expedient to make special appeals to voters in the various nationalities groups.

MEN
SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB
RESULTS IN 60 DAYS
Gain:
3’’ on Chest
3’’ off Watst
I on Arms
2’ on Th,aihs

Downtown location of San Jose Paint with
Parking lot immediately adjacent. This 48
year old firm maintains one of the largest
profensional art. "amply departments ill
California.

The only totem pole we ever bought

gain or lose
12-15 lbs.
of weight

bllyN

The totem pole, carcell by Chilkat Indians for our
new Alaskan Refinery -Alaska’s first refinery depicts the story of oil in the 49th State.
While it’s one of the most unusual purchases we
ever made, it illustrates a Standard Oil Company
California policy: To support local businesses
antl communities with local purchases.

a
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WALLPAPER -ART SUPPLIES -FRAMES
112 S. 2nd St.
292-14-47
-..1/=

Downtown San Jose
Branch at Valley Fair
voirdo

wi,;
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piirchusr?
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COUPON
present this coupon
and Save S3.00
0111
course
San Jose Health Club
413 E. Santa Clara St.
Call 295-9910
reommeollordloolmfa.,
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The Chilli:it clan was one of the more than 18,000
suppliers who filled our exploration, producing,
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Planning ahead to serve you better
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Student Union Campaign a 36 -Year Effort
By. DON RUFFON
building program in 195. it at.. other %says to finance a student iirganizeil tit uiersin. 11111
if tile union.
What does it take to build a necessar3 to des? toy the caine.iie union.
, building for construction of the . The most feasible way seemed to So far they bait. been primarily
complete College Union?
be independent financirr throm.h coneyu tied tiut h the ,ilection
For San Jose State it took time.’ library wing.
director to rim the
With the It se of this buildiny the lbonds.
effort, and money. It was not um
1/1114/11141(1,
Then in Nosember of 1962. the completed
;
til the fall semester of 1963 that student hail no gathering place.
Thcy are hepar,
As a result, college officials lip- ’trustees of the state colleges aullb
&IS had completed these threc
bir
prized the bulk hlual colleges to go of tile Cohere
propriated enough money to
elements for its union.
tiy 191.174
The campaign for a full-scale
College Union on the SJS campus
lasted 36 years.
It officially began in January of
1927 when the campaign received
a full page of publicity in the Spartan yearbook, La Torre. It ended
on Dec. 12, 1963, %%hen a record
aim her of students turned out to
sole on whether or not to assess
themselves mandatory fees for
support of a union.
TIIE "SHACK" SUFFICES
In 1927, a small L-shaped build
called the "Shack" sufficed for a
student union. It was located where
the present home economics building 1131W stands.
The "Shack" was small and the
student body needed more room.
It tried to appropriate larger facilities. but due to the depression
fl11141% were hard lo get
Then in 1937, the college bought
the old Carnegie Library building
spend only a few more years in the temporary
TODAY’S UNION at 315 S. Ninth St. is over.
It
on the corner of %V. San
union. The college began using the structure in
crowded and old. The plantation style apartwhere
Fernando St. anti S. 4th
1960 after destruction of the Carnegie Library
ment building houses student offices and some
the north wing of the Library now
began.
student meetings. Students now know they need
stant1-4.
Tile Main floor of the old sirtorian-type structure was occupied by
-Indent body officers.
4
-2t;41*tu--"Vr
But the most popular part of the
union was the "C’on,p- located in
; the basement.
-**
It was a small soda fountain
is here student and faculty gathered
finance a major portion of the huge student con.
PROPOSED UNIONHere is an artist’s concepfor fast, coffee and companionship.
ter. Construction is expected to begin in 1965tion of the proposed $3.6 million College Union.
building
reCarnegie
The
old
lady...4 both high and ’owe estait to take lii plunge he must buy
66, with completion in about two years.
SJS students have agreed to begin assessing
t’.
shall hae liberte to bespeke ye man her a gift as ransom, generally it mained the home of the student
ell)r
themselves mandatory fees this fall to help
union until 1939.
sl..\
she likes. albeit he refuses to talk fancy dress,
11iiri Sims
IM
During most of that !init. the
hir to be his lawful wYfe, he shall
Contemporary
(;erman
who
list del an old apartment building ;thuu’;td wills
briallers be mulcted in ye sum site pundis cling to superstitions feel that it efforts for a bigger student union , on 9th St. to lempgrarily house lege unions, sPecific l’ians for cotwere
domnint.
or less. as his estait May he; ex-; is not a genii idea to start any.
Ii .......ii..hr.
are
the student offices until there
Another big break came when mittee. stressed th.it the facilln4s
It was not until 1950, when John
oept and wis gif he can make it thing new in lea!) Year. Many
flees could move into the Hi,:
representatives of the Chancellor’s in the ("oiler,
n ss ill be
T. Wahlquist was named president
appcare that he is hetrothit alle women tell their daughters not 1- the
The office authorized 5.15 to hold it slit- mined hy iiie
; ;
0 in
I. ,
that the cann.i,m edifies then in the pla:itin,.
leap
college
"’’man he then shall he free." ’to give birth in the leap year las
.a the dent election to determine if the dents ;Ili;
stildent
for a larger student union %Ails
!MI SI.
studenSs WiShell 11) asses, them- ttial 11111.al 111.1:
Ti-4nsiated into plain English. cause legend holds that the chitti
teri Ii
renessed.
.
seeing ghosts
said that in a leap year an dren will grow u
cli3Cti for the necessary’ fees.
l
The student,
got’,
FUNDS DEN I P:11
PROPERTY PURCHASED
.
1s2e
l llees1,6:u17. 1 Tfhoer
unattached female could pursue. and having hail luck generally.
,eerhelhheeelece
’In
is lien
.11; Pri
February of 1960 t’, is a bleak
Iii 1937, the slate legislature al to
buy
having
custom
of
The
;
11 and
any unattached male to the altar,
asinine:rec.; decided the solar
to
gain
point
in
the
’,Hort
turning
rd
a
of
$630.000 for construction
prowho
gifts
for
a
girl
.expensive
measure needed a lvso-thirds ma %vas :1115 days and six hours long. with a penalty awaiting any innostudent activities building at San a College Union on the S.IS
poses to a man and is turned Mnvit
.10111 y to pass.
and evened tinngs up by pulling cent gent who couldn’t prove he
Jose State. College officials were campus.
and
Luxemtrue
in
Finland
holds
The ASB conducted an informa34i6 days into each fourth year. already was engaged or wed.
optimistic about the new union.
John E. Carr. stale director of
tion campaign attempting to preA few years later a similar Law bourg.
They purchased the property di- finances. denied all funds for acllut as closely as anyone can
a
custom.
Finnish
According
to
was prtssed in France, and in the
sent the facts about the proposed
rectly behind the cafeteria for the, tivity buildings on the state colfigure it was more than 1.300
13th century the custom was le- ’girl may propose to the man and
uniim to the students.
til..\V Nu )I’.1;.
union site.
lege campuses. SJS could not leyears later before the women got
buy
obliged
to
if he rejects. he is
t,a, ,tie group Me
galized in Genoa and Florence.
os’ Judv;
r I r
In 1959. college officials were eeive state support for a College
into the act with their predatory
her material for a dress. This goes
the union. charging that it con- Nlount Sinai II
planning on a brand new College t’rtion.
leap ear ’right’ itt grab for husIi LFT
to
for every girl who proposes
tained nto many "Iris olous"
iveekend
Union by 1963-64.
After this setback. the College
band any man still untied.
Germany aLso is rich ill leap him, regardless of their number.
passed by is slim a loll
The Me a’tlis
i
seehint:
began
Committee
Union
L’ecause
of
the
state’s
large
_
have been
Finnish bachelors h
, year lore, although old superstisCOTTIall I.Alk
Attss 0;; Ht.
In 12XX, a has IA :IS criarits1 in lions now are mostly joked about. known Iti go into hiding to stay
( OM NI
,
1;i it the custom remains that a Isolvent.
Scotland u Ii ’ii said.
.,111.’S Ill’1110,11(,
With Ilit.
1114111
BREAK
AI is swill and "’Paint that girl can propose I,/ a boy during
ii 1’,.11elte
l,,u
thu
S111,11’10,
, Ippi
leap year. and if he is unwilling
1,iring
tweak lit HofBien gel a
tilli 1.1111:;
:it
There is pitt sorh thing a.s1
land.
- -1.5a i11.1’ 1111, S1.1
atIli
comp
of
promise"
in
that
-breach
zZleltWetsW.-.WWW;;;;;’,....,..,./40WelegielefteVelettle,
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OLD -COOP"The only real union SJS students have possessed
was the old -coop.- housed in the basement of the C4rnrgie
Library af San Fernando and Fourth, purchased by the school
in 1937. Students had to move out in 1959, Anal eiestruction of
the sandstone building began in January 1960.
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World’s Largest Round Pool Table

ItusIsinel-ses.king girls in Hit.
s4 hate a kind of leap year all the
time, though the terns and the
SAN FRANCISCO II:1’1, What is believed to be thu ssi,rlrl
vvvst ern leap year Marilee aren’t first completely round pest’ laltle has ’wilt installed al tot fustian
San Fratteltiett rextaurant.
It iii own here.
_
Wilf.11 the- SIgIllileall,f 33.1,
The labie, built by Eddie ItAllaS1/11, a 101W -1111a’ ,11,1"111,1* ut l0:01.;
plaints’ by a 11’1 reporter to restaurant, was placed in it special riNtr11 called Th.
Row.;
one girl in Moscow, she laughed and dedicated to tbe memory of W. C. Field-. ss Ii t sint,cd martini
awl said:’iii the premises many years ago.
In the British Isles the unwary
According to Robison, bank shots on his round liable "int’ et
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DO YOU HAVE AN ANCHOR
IN LIFE?
We all have goals, ambitions, hopes. desires, and plans for our lives. Ilut the
future is uncertain, and there is always the knowledge that death awaits Ul in
the end, and the end could came at any time. Everyone needs an anchor, a
refuge, a retreat and a solid foundation on which to build his life.
If you are bred of being tossed about like a leaf on the sea of lite or clinging
to the lashed.up rafts of the philosophies of men, why not consider what Jesus
Christ has to offer? In Christ, God became man in order that He might redeem
man from a lost world.
"In at, that God was in Christ reconnling the world unto Himself, not imputing
their tirsnasses unto thm " 2 Cnr 529
Chest one Iron, the dead, wended on high, and lives today. This Christ is an
active partirinant in the Maio of men, He shares their burdens and sun enng.
and deals with them in love and understanding. Mrs spirit is omnipresent, and
His power is not limited by time and understanding.
It is impossible to he a complete human being unless your spirit is in tellniii
ship with God through Christ. A life build on any other foundation will ultimately
-So tory one who hears these words of Mine and acts upon them obeying
them will he
like a sensible man who built hit house on the rock; And the
rain fell and the floods (aunt, and the winds blew and beat against that house,
hut it did not fall, because it had been founded on the rock. And every one
who hears these words of Mine and does not do them will be like a stupid man
who huilt his house upon the sand; And the rains fell and the floods came, and
winds blew and beat against that house, and it tell; and great and complete
wa% thr lilt of - Mal 7 74 77 Amii,
rhust is real, and psi Ply ran rop,trorr,
Iwo. and portrt May we
help Inn in find Him,

TWO CHRISTIANS, BOX 11791, PALO ALTO

Spartan Oriocci
To Meet Tonight

tan Orniert us ill lr Ii I it
meeting ot the semester
night at 8 pm in (1123X All interested studenst are Invited to
attend, according to Rod Skeinark,
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SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

Consolidated Systems Corporation
of Southern California
(an AssnciAlie of AllisCholiners, Bell and Nor,’
Anti Bnhinlid.ted Electrodynamics Cnoreo..I

be on campus February 13, 1964 to conduct inter.
views with B.S. and M.S. graduates in EE and Physics.
sys
C.S.C. is looking for engineers to participate in
terns development programs in a business -engineering
cifatmosphere. Areas of interest include solid state
mechanical
euitry, digital and analog systems, electro
instrumentation, industrial systems, and space sciencr’s
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